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NOTES 

This thesis was written during the global Covid- 19 pandemic and as such some of the 

resources I was planning to use have been out of bounds or restricted. I was planning on 

providing more primary research evidence from within the archives of Hönnunarsafn 

Íslands, but due to Covid related reasons this wasn´t possible, for this I am sorry.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

In this thesis I examine the ´Studio System´, considering the benefits and issues that arise 

from the use of assistants and collaborators in the production of artwork under the ‘brand’ 

of one artist, its representation in the media and the impact the use of the Studio System 

can have on a museum’s archival work and acquisition policy.  

 

In the first Chapter, I explore what the Studio System is and present a brief history of its use, 

from the Ateliers of the Renaissance, to the emergence of the ‘artist-as-businessman’ model 

popularised by Andy Warhol, and the post-1960’s movement which has seen an increase in 

artists using ‘factory like’ practices in the production of art. I investigate critiques of Studio 

Systems in modern media and some of the ethical questions that are often raised in the 

opposition to its use.  

 

In Chapter Two, I look at some of the ´ripple effects´ which the Studio System can have on 

museum archives, outlining a case study at Hönnunarsafn Íslands (The Icelandic Museum of 

Design and Applied Arts) which is currently working out how best to handle a 2014 

bequeathment gift from Einar Thorsteinn Ásgeirsson, which is complicated by its ties to the 

Studio of Olafur Eliasson. Einar worked in collaboration with Olafur from 1996 to his death 

in 2015, working behind the scenes on many of Olafur Eliasson’s works, several of which use 

forms and designs Einar had already been using for decades before their meeting. This has 

created issues around determining accurate authorship and provenance of many items in 

the gift.  

 

Finally, in Chapter Three, I look at the current state of the Einar Thorsteinn collection in 

juxtaposition to standards and best practices outlined by the International Council of 

Museums (ICOM), which Hönnunarsafn Íslands as an accredited museum by Safnaráð (The 

Icelandic Museum Council) is required to fulfil. I consider how the ties to Studio Olafur have 

complicated the archival progress as well as some fundamental issues with how the 

collection has been handled, has led to Hönnunarsafn Íslands struggling to get the collection 

up to ICOM standards.  I suggest a route that could be taken for this situation to be rectified 
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or at least improved, looking at how similar issues have been handled in other museums and 

identifying some of the hurdles within the Icelandic heritage sector that are currently 

hindering the museum’s progress.  

 

The artist studio in its most basic form is a room or place in which an artist works and makes 

art1, but it is a powerfully enigmatic place in the history of Western art and culture. Like art 

itself, the artist’s studio is somewhat a reflection of the spirit of the times2, adapting to new 

contexts, movements and technologies. It has been mythologised as an almost sacred space 

with romantic notions of the lone artist toiling away in a garret or paint splattered 

warehouse, and while these notions have their space in culture, the artist’s studio has 

always been a place of work and cultural production, often involving the skill and labour of 

multiple people. As Linda Yablonsky states in her essay ‘ The Studio System’: “Assistants 

whether a few apprentices or a cast of dozens - have long been a mainstay of artistic life, 

lending support, learning their craft and sometimes even making works for the boss.” 

(Yablonsky, L. 2007, p.66). 

 

Art History would look very different if only works made by the hands of sole individuals 

were to be included. On a logical level people know that Louise Bourgeois did not stand in 

the heat of the foundry casting her giant arachnids by her hand; a professional metal 

foundry and workforce was needed. The Studio System or Communal Artisanal Studio 

Practice has allowed - and continues to allow - artists to keep up with the demands of the 

art market, speeding up production, as well as allowing the artist more creative freedom. As 

contemporary Icelandic, New York based artist Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir/ Shoplifter (b.1969-), 

said about her use of assistants in the production of her tactile hair sculptures; “I have 

assistants to do the things anyone can do, to free up my time to do the things only I can do.” 

(Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir, January 2020)3.  

 
1 Martin, Judy. 1986, Longman Dictionary of Art, A handbook of terms, techniques, materials, 

equipment and processes, Longman Group Limited, Harlow, Essex, p.200 

2 Wallace, Ian. (2014, 11th June.) The Evolution of the Artist's Studio, From Renaissance Bottega to 

Assembly Line, Artspace.  

3 Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir, January 2020, talk given at Listaháskóli Íslands). 
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However, just because the Studio System is securely cemented into art history does not 

mean that it is automatically unproblematic. Questions about its morality are often raised in 

the media. Rightly or wrongly, the use of assistants in the physical production of work, 

opens the door to questions of authenticity due to the increased number of people involved 

in the production of a given work, increasing the possibility of ghost-authorship or 

misrepresented collaborative works, which can raise legal issues around Artists Moral 

Rights. Provenance is key to this topic, as one of the primary mechanisms for determining 

the legal status and authenticity of a cultural object, which ideally traces the history of 

ownership back to the hands of the artist, to establish what Patty Gerstenblith calls “the 

twin principles of authenticity and legality, both of which are crucial to the functioning of 

the art market and to achieving a full and accurate understanding of the art historical 

record.” (Gerstenblith, 2019, p.287). However, the Studio System throws a proverbial 

spanner in the works by  putting the origin of the physical object or even design of the work 

into an assistant’s or collaborators hand and not the ´master´ artist´s.  

 

This thesis is neither a love letter nor a call to arms against the Studio System, but an 

examination into the ripple effects it can have on a museum collection, looking at the Einar 

Thorsteinn gift at Hönnunarsafn Íslands as a case study. I have selected a few items from the 

collection to illustrate some of the issues the museum faces in terms of determining the 

provenance of items due to the nature of Einar’s involvement with Studio Olafur Eliasson, 

and some of the ethical and legal issues around these items. I present a critical review of the 

past and current museum organisation and handling of the Einar Collection, asking what the 

role and responsibility of the museum is in this matter, and what measures should have 

been taken in line with existing guidelines laid out by ICOM and include an attempt to 

suggest what the next steps should be taken in regard to the Einar Collection.  
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CHAPTER ONE  

A Delve into the Studio System 

 

“ All the works here were made by the artist himself, personally.” 

David Hockney, 2012, in a statement before the opening of his Royal Academy Exhibition 

 

This statement made by David Hockney was at the time widely considered a dig at Damien 

Hirst4 and others of his ilk whose work is physically produced by assistants and craftspeople. 

It is common knowledge that many of Hirst’s works are made by studio employees or 

contracted out of house, such as his Crystal Skull, For the Love of God (2007), made by the 

Royal Jewellers Bentley & Skinner, and The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of 

Someone Living (1991), aka his ´pickled´ shark produced by MDM Props of London. Whilst 

these complex technical works are not made by Hirst himself, it is his painted works such as 

his series Spot Paintings (1986 -2011) (image 1) which have generated a mass of criticism in 

regard to the way he creates his art and runs his studio. There are  around one thousand 

four hundred Spot Paintings of which only around twenty-five have been painted by Hirst 

himself5, the rest being produced by studio employees who have often even picked the 

colours of the spots at random themselves6. Hirst is very open and outspoken about his 

practices, and his brazen attitude on the matter could be what rubs some people the wrong 

way, since he has gone as far as saying that the reason he didn’t continue to paint his own 

spots was because he “couldn’t be fucking arsed doing it”7 (Hirst quoted by Kennedy, M. 

2012, para. 8) and that he prefers the work of his assistants to his own stating: “The best  

 

 
4 Though this was later denied by the Royal Academy, however there is also BBC recording where he 
says that it is artists who work in the same manner as Hirst is who this quote is directed at. David 
Hockney denies criticising Damien Hirst, 2012, 8th January, unknown writer. BBC news  

5 Willett, Megan. (2013, 13th June), People Are Furious with Damien Hirst For Not Making His Own 
Art, Business Insider Australia article.  

6 Aidin, Rose (2003, 12th October) Brush with Fame, The Observer.  

7 Kennedy, Maev. (2012, 3rd January) David Hockney and Damien Hirst go head to head with solo 
London shows, The Guardian 
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person who ever painted spots for me was Rachel (Howard). She’s brilliant. Absolutely 

fucking brilliant. The best spot painting you can have is one painted by Rachel.” (Hirst  

 

quoted in Willett, M. 2013). These attention-seeking sound bites are, however, also fitting 

shock tactics from one of the biggest names of the Young British Artists (YBA) movement, 

and on the flip side he has also stated in a 2012 Reuters interview that: “every single spot 

painting contains my eye, my hand, and my heart.” (Hirst, Interview conducted by Jordan 

Riefe, 11 Jan 2012, for Reuters) a direct rebuttal to Hockney who quoted the Chinese 

proverb: -“You need the eye, the hand and the heart. Two won’t do”- when interviewed 

about his Royal Academy statement8. Hirst seems to subscribe to the school of thought that 

the creative act, the ‘art making’ is in the conception of the idea not the execution, and 

therefore as the ‘idea guy’ he is the creator of these works, in contrast to the notion that 

the physical crafting is what makes it the artist’s art.  

 

Hirst of course isn’t the first or only artist to use studio assistants, a fact which David 

 
8 Ibid  

Image 1. (Left) Damien Hirst, Biotin Hydrazide, spot painting series, 1995 

Image 2. (Right) Michelangelo, Sistine Chapel ceiling, 1508-1512 and The Last Judgement fresco, 

1536-1541 

 

https://www.reuters.com/journalists/jordan-riefe
https://www.reuters.com/journalists/jordan-riefe
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Hockney is well aware of. The Old Masters after all are called ‘Masters’ for a reason, and it’s 

not just because they had ‘mastered’ artistic skills, but because they were masters of 

studios. For centuries this was considered the norm, the employment of assistants didn’t 

diminish the talent or reputation of the master artist, on the contrary, it was expected. 

There was pride in having highly skilled assistants, as it reflected positively on the master 

artist as a teacher. The studios or ateliers were after all training grounds with some students 

even paying for the privilege to work, such as in the studio of Rembrandt (1606-1669)9; 

whom Hockney researched deeply for his book ‘Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the lost 

techniques of the Old Masters’ (2001). Rembrandt´s House Museum in Amsterdam even 

includes in its reproduction of his studio, working stations for his assistants/ students.  

 

Many famed works of monumentalism within art history, such as the cornerstone of High 

Renaissance Art that is the Sistine Chapel Ceiling (completed 1512) and The Last Judgement 

fresco (completed 1541) (both seen in image 2), would have been physically impossible for 

one artist to create within a realistic timeframe without a team of people. Trained assistants 

were necessary to produce this high quantity of high-quality art, the materials with being 

one reason for this. Before ready-made mass-produced pigments the production of paint 

was arduous, nor was there the vast array of technological equipment we have today to 

help with large scale production. Michelangelo (1475-1564) used a whole host of assistants 

to complete tasks, from mixing his paints and preparing plaster to painting patches of sky, 

landscapes or minimal figures10 . Michelangelo also used assistants to finish some 

sculptures, one of his most trusted assistants was Pietro Urbino (b. unknown- 1555), who 

worked as Michelangelo’s assistant for over twenty-five years, and helped with a number of 

different works including the sculpture Risen Christ (1521). Urbino was charged with 

completing finishing touches to the feet, hands and beard11. 

     

Art History is filled with examples like this. Artists assistants have long been - and continue 

to be - the engines behind many of the world’s most famous artists and their grandest 

 
9 Rembrandt The Teacher, Rembrandt House Museum website.  

10 Michelangelo’s Faithful Assistant, (2013, October 9) unknown.  

11 Ibid 
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works. Working within the studio system is not unique to the Renaissance or the Old 

Masters. Assistants producing  art did not cease to exist only to be reborn in the studios of 

1960’s New York by the likes of Andy Warhol. Auguste Rodin (1840-1917) deemed by some 

the ‘father of modern sculpture’, ran his own studio workshop, informed by his own training 

in the commercial workshop of Albert Ernest Carrier-Belleuse (1824-1887)12. This was 

common practice for the period. Rodin’s Studio churned out sculptures, with more than 

three hundred authorised bronze casts of The Kiss (1882) being produced during his 

lifetime13. The fabrication of his sculptures was a collaborative process, which included 

highly trained plaster casters, carvers, founders and assistants who turned his clay 

maquettes into the plasters, bronzes and marbles baring Rodin’s signature. Many of the 

Rodin sculptures seen across the globe in museums today are products of his studio, and 

not of his hand. While the true extent of his involvement with production is hard to 

determine, it is believed that he supervised and guided his assistants, as they scaled and 

replicated his maquettes into his medium of choice, through a highly skilled process of 

transferral, often using compasses to scale up or down from the original model. Small holes 

still remain on some of his sculptures as visible reminders of this process14. While it might be 

a surprise to audiences to learn Rodin “never produced a work in plaster, bronze, or marble 

with his own hands” (Neuer, J.J. 2017, para 2), there are few suggesting he is ‘loosely linked’ 

to his works, like they are of Hirst to his. In the same 2012 Reuters interview Hirst was 

asked; “Is it true you painted only five of the some 1,400 spot paintings? How can you put 

your name to works with which you are only very loosely linked?” (Riefe, J. 2012). 

 

It seems that the modern use of the Studio System practice frustrates perceptions of the 

artists’ studio, which has been romanticised as a place of solitary creativity, as can be seen 

by both the Guardian’s series of studio profiles of artists15 and the publication of books such 

as ´Sanctuary: Britain’s Artists and their Studios´ (2012). Both show an array of artists in 

 
12 Rodin worked as an assistant from 1864-1870 - Auguste Rodin Production techniques, V&A 
Museum Website.    

13 ibid 

14 ibid  

15 The Guardian series is called Artist´s Studios, Portraits of the Spaces where Artist Create.    
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their studios alone or  the space as empty and alone, drawing on the ‘starving in a garret’ 

cliché.  Anthony Hughes lays out in his essay ‘The Cave and the Stithy: Artists' Studios and 

Intellectual Property in Early Modern Europe’ (1990): “Modern artists are supposed to create 

authentic works in a semi-private lair shut off from the pressures of the outside world” 

(Hughes, A. 1990, p.35). This is a notion that has been entrenched in the popular 

imagination since the Romantic Era, which promoted the idea of the lonely artists producing 

powerful art at great personal sacrifice.16. This has been reinforced through literature, film 

and at times artists have been complicit in pedalling17 the notion. Even further back than the 

Romantic Era the portrayal of the ‘solitary genius’ is clearly visible in Rembrandt´s depiction 

of his studio in the painting The Artist in his Studio (c.1628.) (image. 3) which sees him 

standing alone surveying a canvas and the viewer, in a rather empty studio, tools in hand. 

This stands in contrast to a drawing of Rembrandts studio by an unknown pupil circa 1650 

(image.4), which depicts the space as a teaching arena, active with people. Of course, the 

two can both be accurate, Rembrandt can have duality: the private painter and the group 

instructor. However, the private painter is more famous, as his chosen way of depicting his 

studio. 

 

Art Historians have also been complicit in the ´solitary genius’ mythology, due to the idea of 

‘transition’, as Hughes (1990) points out. There has been an assumption that between the 

fifteenth and eighteenth centuries there was a marked transition from the collaborative 

practices signalled by the use of the words ‘shop´ or ´workshop’ to the use of the term 

´studio’18, which has come to signify a more solitary practice or place through the reduced 

mention of the assistants. However, as he states: 

 

 
16 Charney, Noah. (2017,25 June) Did Jeff really paint that Koons, inside the studio system. Salon 
article.  

17 Hoffmann, Jens. 2012,  Introduction to The Studio edited by Jens Hoffmann, Documents of 
contemporary art Whitechapel gallery, London & The MIT press, Cambridge Massachusetts. p. 12 
18 Hughes, Antony. 1990, The Cave and the Stithy: Artists' Studios and Intellectual Property in Early 
Modern Europe. Oxford Art Journal, 13(1), p.35 
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Image 3. (Top)Rembrandt, The Artist in his Studio, c.1628 

Image 4. (Bottom) Drawing from life in Rembrandt´s Studio. C.1650, 

Unknown assistant artist of Rembrandt´s studio   
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“If there is marked change in the nature of the renaissance and the modern studio, it 

is not necessarily best seen as a linear progress from a larger to a smaller unit, or, to 

put it in the more provocative form we keep glancing at, from the principle of 

collaboration towards the exercise of individual talent.” (Hughes, A. 1990, p.36). and 

Hughes continues that “surely one of the many ironic ploys of Andy Warhol's 

'Factory' was to cast a sardonic eye on the common assumption that the 

contemporary studio contained no assistants.” (Hughes, A. 1990, p.36).  

 

It seems almost impossible not to mention Andy Warhol (1928-1987) in reference to the 

Studio System. After all, his studio in its very name ‘The Factory’ brings notions of 

manufactured art to the foreground and he frequently declared that his assistants did most 

of his work19. Warhol was pushing back against the dominant Abstract Expressionist 

movement which played into the romantic ideal of the solitary artist, as well as conventions 

of authorship of the era, which went hand in hand with the ‘solitude myth’, and the 

erroneous conception that only works that come straight from the artists´ hands can be 

deemed original. As Caroline A. Jones wrote in ´The Machine in the Studio’ (1996):  

“the studio was a particularly privileged kind of signifier in the contested discourse 

on authorship and the industrial aesthetic in the 1960’s. Securely modernist in the 

immediate post-war period, the solitary space of the studio was guarantor of the 

Abstract Expressionist canvas’s authenticity, it’s presence as an individuating object 

created (authorised) by an isolated, heroic artist-genius.” (Jones, C. 1996, p.192)  

 

Andy Warhol is said to have “mooted the issue of authorial touch” (Schjeldahl, P. 2012, 

para.4). His use of the assembly-line technique took away “the gestural brushstroke that 

serves as a signifier of the artist's presence, personal vision or individual angst”(Whiting, C. 

1987, p.70), leaving only mechanical silkscreen stains. Warhol seemed aware of the 

implications of his techniques as he stated: “I still wasn’t sure if you could completely 

remove all the hand gesture from art and become non-committal, anonymous. I knew that I 

 
19 Nettleton, Taro. 2003, White-on-White: The Overbearing Whiteness of Warhol Being, Art Journal, 
62(1)p.19  
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definitely wanted to take away the commentary of the gestures.” (Warhol, 1980, via 

Whiting, C. 1987, p.70). Warhol’s contemporary Donald Judd (1929-1994), also removed the 

‘gestural brushstroke’ through his shift to using professional sheet metal fabricators to make 

sculptural works from galvanised metals to his specifications in the mid-1960’s20, removing 

and distancing himself from the physical  art making. In 1966 in a panel talk for the 

exhibition ‘Primary Structures’, held at the Jewish Museum in New York Judd also 

challenged fellow sculptor Mark di Suvero’s assertion that ‘artists make their own art’21, the 

very same sentiment Hockney echoed in 2012. 

 

But what makes someone’s art ‘theirs’? A true in-depth answer to this is much too big in 

scale for me to tackle in this thesis, or perhaps out of my realm entirely. But the confusing 

cobweb around authorship has a massive impact on those working in the Studio System, as 

some people’s perspectives of ‘individual authorship´ excludes collective enterprises22. 

Michel Foucault´s (1926 –1984) talk ‘What is an Author?’ (1969) examined the process by 

which authorship has attained ascendancy in Western culture, making the case that it is not 

a neutral or natural but, rather, a constructed notion, which has consequences for the 

history of art23. I take this to mean what constitutes someone’s original work and the line of 

authorship has shifted with the movements of thinking, as new ideas and technologies have 

been developed and become available. Because of this, it can be hard to compare artists 

from differing centuries and cultures against the same yard stick of what constitutes an 

original and gives authorship. 

 

 
20 Ochmanek, Annie. 2017, artist profile Donald Judd, MOMA website- https:// 
www.moma.org/artists/2948 

21  Di Suvero famously remarked, "Primary Structures is the key show of the 1960s...", and also, 
"...my friend Donald Judd cannot qualify as an artist because he doesn't do the work", to which Judd 
replied, "...The point is not whether one makes the work or not... I don't see... why one technique is 
any more essentially art than another...” - Meyer, James. 2004, Minimalism: Art and Polemics in the 
Sixties, Yale University Press.  

22 Pointon, Marcia. 1986, History of Art and the Undergraduate Syllabus, Is it a discipline and how 
should we teach it? The New Art History, edited by A.L Rees and Frances Borzello. Camden Press, 
London. p.154-155 

23 Pointon, 1986, p.154 
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The signature for example, seen as a symbol of ‘promised authorship’, has also shifted in its 

meaning and use. During the 15th and 16th Centuries, much like the contemporary studio the 

application of the artist’s name was a systematic aspect of the commerce of art24, which 

“guaranteed the master’s handiwork, if not the actual presence of his hand.”(Rubin. P, 2006, 

p. 570 via Codell, J.F. 2020, para.10). This is seen in the studio of Northern Renaissance artist 

Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528), credited with revolutionising printmaking, elevating what had 

been seen as a technical craft to a legitimate form of Fine Art. He had a talent for marketing 

and was aware of the significance of copyrights25 and included the ‘AD’ monogram of his 

name in his painting and prints, tying them to his artistic brand, a brand that is still 

commercially viable to this day.  

 

Dürer also contributed to the raising of the status of artists to revered intellectual 

creators26. Artist before this time had often not been in the spotlight. The cult of the artist 

continued and grew in the 18th Century and, as Charlotte Guichard writes, “signatures 

retained this authorial function because of the development of an art market based on the 

aura of artists´ names ... autographical traces, …the artist’s presence and performance” 

(Charlotte Guichard, 2018, pp. 267-268 via Codell, J.F 2020, para.11). With the added aspect 

of traces and presence meaning the artist´s touch, it is interesting that it is also around this 

time too that the term ´originality´ was formulated 27, appearing for the first time in the 

Dictionnaire de l’Academie Francaise in 174028.  

 

A massive shift occurred with Marcel Duchamp´s (1887–1968) introduction of ‘readymades’ 

in the early 20th Century, as it altered the role of the signature, by making it the only 

 
24 Rubin, Patricia, 2006, Signposts of Invention: Artists´ Signatures in Italian Renaissance Art, Art 

History 29.4 (sept ,2006) 563-59, 570, via Codell, Julie, F. 2020, Victorian Artist’s Autograph Replicas, 

Auras, Aesthetics, Patronage and the Art Market. Routledge. Chapter 1. Artists' Autograph Replicas: 

Auras, Aesthetics, Copyright, and Economics., para. 10 
25 The self-branding of Albrecht Durer, The Dong-A ilbo website, 2019 3rd October, Unknown  

26 ibid  

27 Loh, Maria. (2004) “New and Improved: Repetition as Originality in Italian Baroque Practice and 

Theory.”, Art Bulletin, 86.3, (Sept 2004), 477 via Codell, Julie, F. 2020, chapter 1.  
28 Guichard, Charlotte. (2018) “Signatures, Authorship and Autographie in Eighteenth- Century 

French Painting”. Art History 41.2, 266-91, p.267-268, via Codell, Julie, F. 2020, chapter 1, para. 11 
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differentiation between the ‘art object’ and identical mass-produced objects, making the 

signature an authoritative stamp of authenticity, not of the artists physical craft or design 

but of their conceptual thought. The concept becomes the original not the object, if we are 

to keep in line with Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) who stated in ‘The Work of Art in the Age 

of Mechanical Reproduction´(1935) that: “ The presence of the original is the prerequisite to 

the concept of authenticity.”( Benjamin, W. 1935, via Art in Theory, 1992, p.513). This brings 

us to the modern day. As art historian Isabelle Graw emphasizes, though artists today might 

employ a staff of assistants, their works nonetheless “bear the mark of the artist’s own 

studio/ factory/ enterprise.” Thus, “the artist’s signature remains intact, and this is the place 

where the promise of originality essential of art is upheld.” (Graw, I. 2009, via Tang. X, 2012, 

p.232) 

 

Warhol created waves as he invited people to consider his branding as High Art29, and was 

intent on turning his name into a brand. After all, this is the man that remarked that money 

making itself might constitute a creative act, stating, “Good business is the best art ”30. He 

created an atmosphere in his studio where he was comfortable enough in his role as 

´alpha´. As Taro Nettleton explains in his essay ´White-on-White: The Overbearing Whiteness 

of Warhol Being’ (2003), Warhol designated himself Capital A, as in ´A. Warhol´, in his ‘The 

Philosophy of Andy Warhol (from A to B and back again)’ (1975). The ´A´ stands for Andy and 

Alpha; by definition Alpha is the name given to the brightest star in a constellation, 

signifying Warhol was secure (or made it appear he was) “the brightest star in the 

constellation of the Factory”(Nettleton, T. 2003, p.19), allowing “him to withdraw from the 

traditional forms of labour associated with authorship and simultaneously have his name 

resonate as the executive producer of all things bearing the Warhol stamp” (Nettleton, T. 

2003, p19).  

 

From the 1970’s onwards “many artists absented themselves from the position of either 

author or maker.” (Green, C. 2000, p.37) and if you look at the ´stars´ of contemporary art it 

 
29 Brooks, Xan (2018, 12 November), Pop’s Dark Star: the return of Andy Warhol, The Guardian.  

30 Ibid  
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would appear Warhol’s vision for the ‘artists as brand’ persisted with the rise and success of 

artists such as Jeff Koons (1955-), Takashi Murakami (1962-), Olafur Eliasson (1967-) and the 

aforementioned Damien Hirst, to name just a few. They have built their art practice on the 

studio system tradition informed by those ´studio masters´ that came before, but are also 

Warholian in their artist-as-businessmen31 approach, their studios consisting of teams of 

assistants, craftspeople and specialists, producing  work under their signature, which has 

been crafted like a corporation32.  

 

I don’t agree with the likes of Clement Greenberg and Harold Rosenberg who condemned 

mass culture and commercialism as being incompatible with High Art33 and endangering the 

quality of art. Art has always been a commodity of sorts, whether it be through trade or 

sponsorship. For example, in the 18th Century the line between amateur and professional 

was set by finances, in exhibition catalogues that was indicated by amateurs putting the 

prefix ´Honorary´ before their names to indicate they were ‘not exercising the art as a trade’ 

and were not permitted to do so34. Commercialism and commodification have always been 

part of the picture of art. There are obvious parallels between the art market and that of 

luxury brands. As Xiyin Tang explains in her Yale Law Journal article ´The Artists as Brand: 

Towards a Trademark Conception of Moral Right´(2012):  “The art world’s obsession with 

the artist’s stamp of authenticity, is in some way meant to reflect the personality or intent 

of the artist, is thus no different from consumers’ attitudes towards luxury cars and Louis 

Vuitton handbags.- which have certificates of authenticity” (Tang, X. 2012, p. 233). The artist 

name, like the brand is a signalling mechanism to the interested market, as art dealer 

Michael Findlay observed the “strength of the artist’s name alone determines the value of 

the work.” (Tang. X, 2012, p.231). Yet with luxury brands, there is a base understanding that 

the name on the finished product isn’t responsible for every aspect of its fabrication and in 

 
31 Tang, Xiyin. (2012) The Artists as Brand: Towards a Trademark Conception of Moral Rights, The 
Yale Law Journal, Vol 122. (1) p.223 .  

32 Ibid  

33 Whiting, C. 1987, . Andy Warhol, the Public Star and the Private Self, Oxford Art Journal, 10(2), 
pg.72   

34 Borzello. Frances, 2016, Seeing Ourselves, Women´s Self-Portraits, Thames and Hudson, London, 
pg. 102   
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some cases not even the design, people understand a modern Chanel bag wasn´t designed 

and made by the deceased designer. This same understanding is lacking in people´s 

understanding of Art produced within the Studio System, this could be partly down to the 

lack of visibility or explanation historically in museums and art education, which has led to 

people thinking that this way of practicing art is new and shocking or that´s the inherent 

links to ´art as commodity´ makes it ´less than´ somehow.  

 

Many contemporary artists who work within the Studio System garner negative press, which 

fairly or unfairly their artistic forefathers seem to dodge. With headlines which often 

question authorship or morality like; “When Is the Artists Assistant Just the Artist”35, “Art 

technicians: The industry's dirty secret, or all part of the process?”36 and “Fireworks Fly at 

Jeff Koons Event: Should An Artist Credit Their Assistants?”37. The consensus among many of 

the articles and media critical of contemporary artists using the studio system is that the 

assistant shouldn’t be used to ‘make-up’ for a lack of talent or skill in the artist. This seems 

to be what Hockney was getting at too with his critics: "It's a little insulting to craftsmen, 

skilful craftsmen...I used to point out at art school, you can teach the craft, it's the poetry 

you can't teach. But now they try to teach the poetry and not the craft." (Hockney, interview 

conducted by Andrew Marr, 2012, for BBC)38. Hockney isn’t saying there should be no 

assistants in the studio full-stop, personally having grown up near his studio, worked in a 

gallery that represented him and known one of his assistants personally since childhood, I 

feel I know this to be true. His comments reflect in my opinion a dislike for the Warholian 

businessman as artist model, whom tend to have a more hands-off approach to the making 

 
35 ‘When Is the Artist Assistant Just the Artist?’ (2020. May 26th) Eda Yu, Vice. Sourced: 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/3azzwn/when-is-the-artist-assistant-just-the-artist-v27n2 
 
36Art technicians: The industry's dirty secret, or all part of the process? Lindsey Johnstone, (2018, 26 
July) The Independent, Sourced: https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-
entertainment/art/features/art-artist-technicians-assistants-edingburgh-art-festival-turner-prize-
andy-scott-lucy-skaer-a8452456.html 

37 Krook, Joshua. (2019, 10 May), Fireworks Fly at Jeff Koons Event: Should An Artist Credit 

Their Assistants? New Intrigue. 

38 David Hockney denies criticising Damien Hirst, 2012, 8th January, BBC news website. Interview the 
quote was taken from was conducted by Andrew Marr for BBC Radio Times.  
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of their works, paying for the craft to be done under their brand. While I don’t totally side 

with Hockney, I must agree there are some troubling aspects of the studio system that need 

to be confronted and discussed more openly, such as concerns over unbalanced exchanges, 

exploitation and questions of authenticity and ghost authorship.  

 

Jeff Koons is often brought up in this discussion, seeing as he is somewhat the epitome of a 

‘artist as businessman’, having at one time financed his complex projects through playing 

the New York stock market39. In essence he is a conceptual artist40, coming up with concepts 

but not physically carrying out any of the execution himself. He is very open about this 

aspect of his work stating: “I’m basically the idea person, I’m not physically involved in the 

production. I don’t have the necessary abilities, so I go to the top people.” (Koons, interview 

conducted by Klaus Ottmann, 1986)41. His studio has been described as a place where “a 

veritable army of more than a hundred people contemplates materials, ranging from wood  

stainless steel to ceramics, with an elite group of physicists and technicians.”(De 

Rochebouet, B., Le Figaro, 2014, via Neuer, J. 2017, para 31). Koons also often poses for 

press photos in his studio, displaying his team of assistants (see image 6). These images 

share similarities to images of Rodin in his, (see image 5), both artists are dressed neatly in 

business attire, observers to the work, not physical participants. Yet Koons and Rodin are 

viewed very differently, whilst there is very little question as to if Rodin could create that of 

which he asked others to do, seeing as we have the ‘proof’ of his sculpting prowess in his 

models, Koons’ artistic talent however is often thrown into question due to the lack of 

‘tangible evidence’ of his artistic skill, aka things made by his hand. Yet again the perceived 

importance of the ‘artists touch’ rears its head. What is clear, however, is his skill for 

business, but this also has its issues. 

 

 
39 Art Now, 81 Artists at the rise of the New Millennium, Edited by Uta Grosenick & Burkhard 
Riemschneider, Taschen pg. 156 (text on Jeff Koons by Anke Kempkes) 

40 ibid 

41 Interview with Jeff Koons, October 1986, New York City, with Klaus Ottmann, Journal of 

Contempoary Art. 
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Image 5. (Top) Auguste Rodin in his Paris studio in 1905 

Image 6. (Bottom) Jeff Koons photographed in his New York studio. 
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Koons has been accused of exploitative practices, poor working conditions and not paying 

his staff accordingly. There is a perceived imbalance in the financial compensation his 

assistants get for their time and skills, for which Koons is reliant on, in line with the prices at 

which the art they create sells. The wage for a Koons Studio assistant is listed as $21 per 

hour42, but his work sells in the millions, with Koons breaking the record in 2013  for the 

most expensive piece of art ever sold at auction by a living artist, with one of his Balloon 

Dog sculptures selling for $58.4 million43. There has also been media attention around the 

series of layoffs Koons has done in his studio post 2015, and the manner in which they have 

been conducted, with staff being put on unpaid leave before the winter holidays, to then be 

laid off with no explanation or severance pay44. This treatment of his workers doesn’t sit 

well with many, considering it  is their creative skill and labour that has gotten him to the 

status of ‘superstar’ artist with a bank balance to match.  

 

The idea that the most expensive works of art of our era have been produced in workshops 

by often uncredited crafts people, has created questions in the media. Such as in the 

previously mentioned Vice article by Eda Yu ´When Is the Artist Assistant Just 

the Artist?’(2020), which got to the heart of the matter with its straightforward questions: 

“Does it make sense that a single individual receives the credit even when they don’t—or 

can’t— make the work themselves? Is it time to re-evaluate what it means to be an artist 

assistant and where ownership of art in collaborative processes begins and ends?” (Yu, E. 

2020, para 8). I find all these questions valid, yet on the other side of the coin there is the 

argument that the assistants go into the job knowing the situation, and see no need in being 

credited, like De La Cruz, a former Koons assistant who is quoted in the same Vice article: 

“Jeff’s work is Jeff’s work. It’s not necessarily something I need to be credited on. 

I’m being paid to help create his vision, and that’s where I leave it. I don’t feel any 

grudge for not being credited there...That’s Jeff’s vision, and it would feel weird to 

 
42 When Is the Artist Assistant Just the Artist?’ (2020. May 26th) Eda Yu, Vice.  

43 Waxman, Olivia B. (2013, 14 November) An Orange Balloon Dog Sold for $58.4M SO Here Are 10 

Other Cool Jeff Koons Balloon Pieces, Time Magazine 

44 Schneider, Tim (2019, 17th January), Who Needs Assistants When You Have Robots? Jeff Koons 
Lays Off Dozens in a Move Toward a Decentralized, Automated Studio Practice. Artnet. 
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be credited for his vision in any way. I have my own visions, and I want them to be 

solely mine. And credited to me." 

(De La Cruz, former Koons assistant, Vice, 2020, Eda Yu, para. 24).  

 

Nevertheless, the past has shown us that the Studio System can exasperate issues around 

that irksome issue of authorship we keep coming back to. ‘Ghost authoring’, is the practice 

of denying credit to the real author of a work45, in short when the artist starts outsourcing 

the original creativity as well as the labour. Questions of misplaced authorship have arisen 

in relation to the previously mentioned Auguste Rodin, in relation to his assistant and lover 

Camille Claudel (1864-1943). She joined Rodin’s team of assistants circa 188446 and trained 

under his supervision in tandem with her own artistic  endeavours, accepting commissions 

and seeking recognition as an independent artist via regular exhibiting at the Salon des 

Artistes Français47. Her work understandably was influenced by her training with Rodin, yet 

she also had great professional influence over him too48. This can clearly be seen when you 

compare her sculpture Young Girl with a Sheaf (1886-87) (image 8) which predates Rodin’s 

Galatea (1889) (image 7). The compositions are strikingly identical, it’s hard not to cast 

aspersions of ghost-authorship when comparing the two. This also wasn’t an isolated 

incident, with the heads of Tête d’esclave (slave head)(1887)(image 9 and image 10) and 

Laughing Man (c.1885) having been signed by Rodin when they were cast in bronze but 

were actually modelled by Claudel49. 

 

The question of ‘true authorship’  in this case is hard to decipher, due to their creative 

proximity, Claudel’s work has easily been mistaken for ‘Rodin’s work’, as after all she 

sculpted many ‘Rodin’s’ whilst working as his studio assistant, and in doing so most likely 

brought her own personal touch to the work. Their personal relationship also clouds  

 
45 Krook, Joshua. (2019, 10 May), Fireworks Fly at Jeff Koons Event: Should An Artist Credit 
Their Assistants?   New Intrigue website.  

46 Rodin and Camille Claudel, Musée Rodin Resources, unknown.  

47 Ibid.  

48 ibid 

49 Rodin and Camille Claudel, Musée Rodin, unknown  
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Image 7. (top left) Auguste Rodin, Galatea, 1889 

Image 8. (top right) Camille Claudel, Young Girl with a Sheaf, before 1887 

Image 9.  (bottom left) Camille Claudel, Tête d’esclave, (slave head) 1887 

Image 10. (bottom right) Signed with Rodin´s foundry mark, Camille Claudel, Head of 

a Slave, cast 1925.  
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matters, with Claudel being noted as a muse to Rodin, and there are claims that his 

sculpting style became softer, more akin to her work50. Yet Rodin as the ‘master artist ’ 

could also have been guilty of ‘ghost authoring’, after all he put his signature to works that 

he didn’t create and this allows room for doubt, though there is always the possibility that 

Rodin’s foundry also stamped all orders from his studio as Rodin’s without knowing the full 

picture or the true author of the piece, but that shows a flawed studio system too. 

 

There have also been questions around the authorship of Rembrandt’s works. His practice 

of selling copies of his work made by his assistants as well as his assistants own works51, has 

led to a number of works which have long been attributed to him to be thrown into 

question, from the Polish Rider to the Berlin Man with Golden Helmet and David and Saul, 

alongside a group of history paintings from the 1650’s52. The Rembrandt Research Project 

(RRP) was set up in the late 1960’s with the aim to ascertain Rembrandts’ authentic 

attributions53, using a systematic approach to isolate the genuine oeuvre distinctly from that 

of his studio products (assistant made art), contemporary imitation and fakes 54. The project 

reattributed numerous works to his studio assistants and as Hughes (1990) puts it “found 

itself charting the fluctuating boundaries of a studio as satisfyingly ragged and complex as 

any social historian could desire.” (Hughes, A. 1990, p.34). Rembrandt was also the subject 

of the 1995 exhibition ‘Rembrandt / Not Rembrandt’ at The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

(MET), which in the wake of the withdrawal of works from Rembrandts canon and the 

media commotion that created, aimed to demystify the research process of how art 

conservators and historians reach conclusions about authorship55, via looking at the MET’s 

 
50 Cain, Abigail. (2017, 1 May) The Bold Female Sculptor Who Inspired Rodin´s Most Sensual Work, 
Art,Sy, 

51 Rembrandt the Teacher, Rembrandt House Museum, unknown.  
 
52 Alpers, Svetlana. (1988),A Master in the Studio, published in The Studio edited by Jens Hoffmann, 
Documents of contemporary art Whitechapel gallery, London & The MIT press, Cambridge 
Massachusetts. (2012) p.20   

53 Ibid 

54 Hughes, A.(1990) p.34 

55 Met publications, Rembrandt / Not Rembrandt.  Von Sonnenburg, Hubert, Walter Liedtke, Carolyn 
Logan, Nadine M. Orenstein, and Stephanie S. Dickey, (1995), Rembrandt / Not Rembrandt in The 
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collection of works accredited to Rembrandt, his pupils and imitators. Including twenty-five 

once thought to be by him but are now recognised as works by pupils, followers, or 

imitators, alongside  a large number of authentic drawings and etchings.56 

 

Old Masters works being devalued when provenance has been reassigned to an assistant 

(though still remaining  a product of the masters studio), but the same not being so of 

contemporary artists such as Koons, whose whole portfolio is assistant made, has led 

Yablonsky (2007) to ask “is it fair if the art market operates on a double standard that treats 

certain kinds of ‘assisted’ works as deceptions while accepting others as unique.” 

(Yablonsky, L. 2007, p.66). For an answer she turns to Laura Paulson,  (one-time senior 

director for contemporary art at Christie’s New York, now  Vice Chairman of Christie’s 

Americas Advisory Board) who says, “we have to go back to Duchamp’s readymades and the 

idea of liberating the artist’s hand.” (Yablonsky, L. 2007, p.66). Again, pointing to the 

yardstick issue, straight comparisons are hard to drawn due to the ideological changes of 

what is considered a deception. It also indicates that in generations to come similar issues 

might arise with the works from modern era and contemporary artists, but with the absence 

of the ´gestural brushstroke´ this might be a harder challenge.  

 

This begs the question, within galleries and museums should studio assistants be credited? 

or a demarcation such as Hockney’s Royal Academy statement be used? After all, if working 

in the Studio System doesn’t change authorship, then labelling those involved in the 

fabrication process is akin to writing the material and date; in the sense that it is a detail 

about the work and not a comment on the authorship. As Tang (2012) argues: “the need to 

ensure accurate identification and proper display of an artist’s work to both the buying and 

the viewing public has become even more dire in the age of what art historian Martha 

Buskirk called the “contingent object”- the category of highly context sensitive artworks that 

are easily fabricated based off an artist’s plans” (Tang, X. 2012, p.223). Afterall the Studio 

and the Museum are inherently connected, as Daniel Buren wrote in ´The Function of the 

 
Metropolitan Museum of Art: Aspects of Connoisseurship, Volumes I and II. (website) 
www.metmuseum.org/art/metpublications/  

56 Ibid  
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Studio´ (1971), the museum and the studio “form the foundation of the same edifice and 

the same system. To question one while leaving the other intact accomplishes nothing. 

Analysis of the art system must inevitably be carried on in terms of the studio as the unique 

space of production and the museum as the unique space of exposition.” (Buren, D. 1971, 

p.83).  

 

The movement of items from the context of the studio to the museum can be challenging, 

to go back to Daniel Buren, art critic Brian O’Doherty writes: “Buren was the first to ponder 

and write about what he called ‘‘the hazardous passage’ from the studio (where he 

considered the work to be in place) to the gallery/museum, where place-lessness isolates 

and refines it.” (O’Doherty, B. 2007, p.36). So, what happens when a museum acquires a 

collection where the ‘hazardous passage’ from the studio to the museum has been 

complicated further due to the Studio System and the relationship and artistic reliance of 

the studio head on one of their long-term assistants or collaborators? This is what I will now 

turn my attention to in the next two chapters, as this is the current issue faced by 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands (Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Art) in relation to one of its 

collections.  
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CHAPTER TWO  

Einar Thorsteinn and Olafur Eliasson´s Overlap 

 

 

In 2014 Hönnunarsafn Íslands (Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Art), came to an 

arrangement with Icelandic architect, artist, designer and inventor Einar Thorsteinn 

Ásgeirsson (1942-2015), to accept the contents of his workshops both in Berlin and his 

home studio in Iceland, alongside selected items from Studio Olafur Eliasson57 in a 

bequeathment gift . Soon after the agreement on the gift was made, arrangements got 

underway for over two tonnes58 of materials to be shipped to Iceland from Berlin in a forty-

foot container59. This was a massive undertaking; packing was paid for by Olafur Eliasson 

and shipping given by Icelandic shipping firm Samskip60. The gift in terms of size was 

monumental for the museum, in comparison to other gifts and the museums’ collection as a 

whole. It sat in the museum´s storage, alongside items from Einar already in their 

possession61 until 2018, when the museum started to unpack the gift in an exhibition format 

in ‘Behind the Scenes with Einar Thorsteinn’ (06.03.2018- 03.03.2019). 

 

This is when I came to know of the Einar Thorsteinn collection, originally employed as a 

freelancer to help unpack, research and archive the gift, and then later a volunteer in the 

project for university credit. For around nine months part-time, I along with other museum 

staff, unpacked boxes and crates and tried to decipher the contents, which included 

 
57 See supporting materials for Icelandic and English versions of Hönnunarsafn Íslands´: Report on 

the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift, written by þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir 

Representative of Collection and Filing.  

58 See supporting materials for a copy of the shipping information 

59 Hönnunarsafn Íslands´: Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift, written by 

þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir (supporting materials)  

60 “We worked at getting everything to Iceland, and Ólafur paid for things to be packed while 
Samskip gave us the shipping.” – previous Director of the Museum Harpa Þórsdóttir, in an email to 
þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir about the Einar Collection, see supporting materials for the full email.  

61 There were already 19 items in the museum´s collections from Einar, some being the ´Bucky stool´, 
a model of the Hallgrímskirkja apartment model and other models Einar had given to the now 
defunct architecture department at the Reykjavik Art Museum. 
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documents, diaries, photos, architectural drawings, studies, calculations, notebooks, tools, 

models, furniture, clothes, art works, his library of books, correspondents and an array of 

personal items, plus a few surprises such as envelopes of human hair and a dried out half 

eaten banana. The boxes we were unpacking often included a mix of all the things thrown in 

together, hiking shoes mixed in with paperwork and models, what felt like hundreds of 

Microsoft Windows installation CDs and thousands of leaflets such as catalogues mixed in 

with printed out emails and notebooks. During this process two things became very 

apparent; 1) that the gift acquisition, packing and handling had been conducted in less than 

an ideal manner and 2) that Einar’s connection and long-term collaboration with Olafur was 

going to complicate matters, whilst researching the models and sketches it became 

abundantly clear that the lines between Einar and Olafur’s working partnership were not 

clear cut and the issue of authorship and ownership would rear its head repeatedly. 

 

The Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson is famed for his large scale sculptural installations, 

which often focus on the natural elements like light and water, such as The Weather Project 

(2003) in Tate Modern´s Turbine Hall and The New York City Waterfalls (2008). As briefly 

previously mentioned, Olafur as an artist is cast in the artist-as-businessman mould, he has 

made himself into a brand name, going beyond strictly making artwork, now having an 

architectural practice, a company focused on renewable energy62, as well as projects looking 

at climate change and migration63, a cookbook and for a time a restaurant based in 

Reykjavik64. He has also teamed up to work with a number of high-profile brands such as 

Ikea, BMW and Louis Vuitton, to name just some of the strings to his bow. Studio Olafur 

Eliasson is a company65, which is made up of a large team of people, among the many roles 

there are craftspeople, architects, artists, art historians, researchers, cooks, political 

advisors. As Olafur has said: “If you look at the studio, there is a palette of skills: a map of 

 
62 Little Sun 

63 Ice Watch and Green Light  

64 Soe Kitchen 101, 11th August -28th October 2018  

65 Studio Olafur Eliasson GmbH, is a registered private company in Germany, listed under the 

commercial register: Berlin, (Charlotteburg),  HRB 99366. GmbH is an abbreviation of the German 

phrase “Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung,” which translates to "company with limited liability." 
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competences which makes the studio perform.” (Olafur Eliasson, interview conducted by 

Terry Perk and Carol Diehl, published first in 2016)66 

and explaining that; 

“ I have 100 people in my studio. I used to do everything myself back in the old days 

when I was alone. It was an important moment when I realised that somebody who 

knows what they are doing should just do what I am not good at. That means that 

now I am pretty much left with making my artistic decisions.” (Olafur Eliasson, 

interview conducted by Guðrún Sóley Gestsdóttir, 2018, for HA, Issue 8, p.29). 

Olafur also ties himself to the traditional atelier through the use of the phrase ‘From the 

Studio of Olafur Eliasson’, or ‘Studio Olafur Eliasson’ both of which hark back to the 

´traditional´ use of the studio system, as well as acknowledging the collaborative manner of 

production, as the term signals that the work is carried out under the supervision of the 

artist, but that the artist had little if any hand in its actual execution.67.  

 

Einar collaborated with Olafur from 1996 till his death in 2015, fifteen of these years as an 

employee of Olafur’s Studio. Einar was a well-established architect and ´creative’ when they 

met, best known for his geodesic domes and tensile structures. Einar had studied 

architecture at The Technical University of Hannover from 1963-1969, during this time he 

designed a number of geodesic dome houses, which were heavily influenced by the R. 

Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983), whom Einar had become interested in after seeing a 1964 

Time Magazine cover. In 1966 Einar reached out to Buckminster Fuller sending him a copy a 

one of his student designs, a geodesic dome house structure, this led to a friendship which 

lasted till Buckminster Fuller´s passing. Einar continued his education at the University of 

Stuttgart from 1969-1972 under the German architect Frei Otto (1925-2015), famed for his 

tensile roof structures such as the 1972 Munich Olympic Stadium which Einar worked. Both 

 
66 The Legacy of The Model Room: a conversation between Olafur Eliasson and the late Einar 
Thorsteinn, originally recorded in Berlin, sometime between 2003-2015, video published 2016. 
Directed by Terry Perk. Produced by Carol Diehl, transcribed by Diehl and Park for Frame Publishes 
and published on Frame website. (2020, 3 May). The interview was published after Einar´s death.  
67 Martin, Judy, 1986, p.200  
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of these mentors had a profound and lasting impact on Einar’s work68, and on his  return to 

Iceland in 1973 he founded Constructions Lab (1973-2000), an experimental laboratory for 

tensile structures and teamed up with outdoor equipment producer Seglagerðin Ægir from 

1974 till 2000, in developing tensile structures that could withstand Icelandic weather. This 

endeavour led to him designing structures for businesses as well as tents for national 

festivities, such as the 1100-year anniversary of the settlement of Iceland, the 200th 

anniversary of Reykjavik, the Pope’s visit to Þingvellir in 1989, and alongside architect Garda 

Halldorsson a tent for the 50th anniversary of Iceland’s independence from Denmark in 

199469. 

 

Constructions Labs also held conferences in Iceland, the first being in 1975 followed by two 

more in 1977 and 1979. Buckminster Fuller attended these on Einar’s invitation, and it was 

during this period that Einar reignited his interest in geometry70, leading to the publication 

of his first book, Nature Forms (Barna Leikur in Icelandic71) which Buckminster Fuller wrote 

the introduction for. Einar also co-founded and ran a correspondence school called 

Handmenntaskóli Íslands (HMí) for many years, which provided classes on numerous 

subjects from drawing to building your own dome house. In 1988 he was the recipient of an 

Icelandic governmental grant72 to study golden ratio numbers, his application having been 

backed by Nobel Prize winning Chemist and peace prize recipient Linus Pauling (1901-

1994)73. In 2006 Einar also developed designs for a mobile lunar laboratory and living 

quarters called Scorpion Lunar Rover,  in a project funded by NASA alongside his friend 

 
68 Thorsteinn, Einar & Eliasson, Olafur. 2002, To the Habitants of Space in General and the Spatial 
Inhabitants in Particular, written by Einar and Edited by Christine Kintisch, epilogue by Olafur 
Eliasson, The Bawag Foundation. Berlin. P.112 

69Armannsson, Peter H. (2018) The space-age man in Icelandic architecture, HA Icelandic Design and 
Architecture magazine, Issue No. 8, 2018, p.46  
70 Thorsteinn, Einar & Eliasson, Olafur. 2002, p12  

71 The Icelandic and the English titles are not translations of the same term, the Icelandic title means 
´child´s play´.  

72 He received a grant from the Science Foundation of Iceland, Thorsteinn, Einar & Eliasson, Olafur. 
2002, p.87 

73 They met when Linus Pauling attended the 1977 constructions lab conference and Buckminster 
Fuller introduced them. Information from Letter to Daniel Shechtman from Einar, November 2011, 
found in Hönnunarsafn Íslands´ Einar Gift.   
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Argentinean-American Space Architect Gui Trotti74. However, within Iceland Einar is best 

known for his geodesic domes which since 1980 have been utilised by the National Energy 

Company (Landsvirkjun)( image 11) across the country for the protection of equipment in 

geothermal fields. Over the next twenty years over a hundred protective domes of varying 

designs were used for this purpose across Iceland, as well as other uses such as in 1984 

Akureyri Airport installed one as a Radome. He also took part in the development of an eco-

village in Torup Denmark, where some of his houses stand to this day, his dome houses can 

also be found dotted across the Icelandic landscape. These are just a few highlights in the 

career of a true polymath, but sadly they are often eclipsed by his work with and for Olafur 

Eliasson.  

 

Their working relationship began after Olafur reached out to Einar after being told about 

him in school in Denmark75, in regard to his specialisation in Buckminster Fuller type domes.  

This led to a meeting at Einar’s Constructions Labs and Einar agreeing to assist Olafur in the 

making of the artwork, 8900054 (1996), Olafur later stated about their first meeting:  

“I simply couldn’t find anybody who could crunch that Buckminster Fuller 

mathematical principle, and Einar turned out to be very capable of doing that. When 

we met, I was very non-mystical and pragmatic, saying that there is no doubt that 

Einar has a kind of toolbox which is very unique and exceptionally useful for me. It 

was not about me trying to learn what Einar could do; it was just a huge change for 

me to actually express some of the ideas that I was working on with greater 

precision.” (Olafur Eliasson, interview conducted by Terry Perk and Carol Diehl, 

published first in 2016) 

 

Please keep in mind from this quote the line – “Einar has a kind of toolbox which is very 

unique and exceptionally useful to me.”- the toolbox in question isn’t just his technical 

capabilities but also his  intellectual ones, Einar’s concepts and thoughts and way of thinking 

 
74 He is considered the first space architect. They met in 1986 in Houston Texas, USA. 

75 The Legacy of The Model Room: a conversation between Olafur Eliasson and the late Einar 
Thorsteinn, Directed by Terry Perk. Produced by Carol Diehl, transcribed by Diehl and Park for Frame 
Publishes and published on Frame website. (2020, 3 May) 
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Image 11. (Top) Einar Thorsteinn prefab domes in geothermal field for 

Landsvirkjun 

 

Image 12. (Bottom) Olafur Eliasson, By Means of Sudden Intuitive 

Realization, 1996.   
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was the ‘toolbox’, Olafur references this exchange as one way, him using this toolbox. Olafur 

and Einar continued to collaborate on at least around half a dozen projects between 1996 

and 2000, including ´By Means of Sudden Intuitive Realization76 (1996) (image 12) which 

utilised one of Einar’s prefab geothermal domes. In 2000 Einar started working for Olafur in 

a more formal manner, living in Berlin and in a sense  becoming an employee of Studio 

Olafur Eliasson proper. Einar continued to collaborate with Olafur over the next decade and 

a half. I use the term ‘collaborate’ as this is a term that they both used in relation to their 

working relationship, rather than Einar being a subordinate employee solely making under 

direction, collaborate suggests that they both had input on the projects. It may seem nit-

picking to pick up on this wording, but as Raymond Williams (1921-1988) pointed out in his 

seminal work ´Keywords´(1976) while the differences in the use of certain words don’t 

usually cause issue in day to day conversation, they can “especially when strong feelings or 

important ideas are in question” (Williams. R, 1976,p.9) as the meanings of words can 

become inextricably bound up with the problems, they are being used to discuss  

Regarding their working relationship Einar wrote in a letter77 to Nobel Prize winning Chemist 

and discoverer of quasicrystals Daniel Shechtman (1941-):   

“in 1996 I started work with a young and promising artist, Olafur Eliasson. A guy with 

a new approach. I consequently moved to Berlin in 2000 to be able to have my 

influence on his work every day at his insistence...One can say I was and have been 

the motor behind the 3D pieces that the Studio Eliasson had produces, and he added 

his creativity to of course.” (Einar, November 2011 letter to Daniel Shechtman, Israel 

from Einar Thorsteinn, Iceland, found in the museum collection)  

And in the 2002 book written by Einar and Olafur ‘To the Habitants of Space in General and 

the Spatial Inhabitants in Particular’ Einar writes: 

 
76 The artwork was first realised on the occasion of Manifesta 1, in Rotterdam, in 1996. It was 

subsequently shown in other locations before finding a permanent home in Brazil, where it is 

installed on the grounds of the Centro de Arte Contemporânea Inhotim among the greenery of the 

botanical garden originally planned by Roberto Burle Marx. (form the description of the work on 

Olafur´s website) 

77 Please note it is not known if the letter was ever sent,  I found it among Einar´s documents within 

the Einar Collection.  
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“To my satisfaction, I have found a natural inclination towards these same issues in 

the work and philosophical background of Olafur Eliasson. My part in our 

collaboration has been to recover some formal and structural studies from my 

“attic”, though still far ahead into the future for many. In the process, some new 

things have developed as well. Some have fit into his aesthetic approach, others not. 

But also, I have given structural definition to some of his new form-finding ideas.” 

(Thorsteinn, E, & Eliasson, O. 2002, p.5)  

I find these two quotes very telling in regards to their collaboration, Einar seems to have 

seen himself as a motor behind some of Olafur’s work, which when combined with Einar 

saying -“My part in our collaboration has been to recover some formal and structural 

studies from my ‘attic”- starts to create alarm bells about the true authorship of the 

concepts and forms. Many works made by Studio Olafur Eliasson include shapes, forms and 

styles that Einar had been using since before their meeting or even Olafur’s career started. 

Olafur’s work post-1996 undoubtedly takes on some of Einar’s artistic aesthetic, which is 

logical as Einar was collaborating on the work, and just like Einar’s work has visual reminders 

of Buckminster Fuller and Frei Otto´s influence on him, Olafur’s chosen artistic aesthetic also 

draws on these influences as well as Einar, after all “artists ‘sample’ and share”78. But, the 

dynamic of influence surely alters when you are  paying your ‘influence’ to produce the 

work on your behalf from concepts they worked on from before you ever met? Philip 

Ursprung brings up an interesting point in his essay Narcissistic Studio: Olafur Eliasson 

(2009) that: “Eliasson does not act as his collaborators’ superior, but rather as a kind of 

‘client’ who approaches them with ideas for projects and asks how they might be realised.” 

(Ursprung, P. 2009, 165). This is a noteworthy analogy and again brings up the origin of 

some of his ideas being from his collaborators, whom bring their ideas to the table, such as 

Einar.  

 

In the book To the Habitants of Space in General and the Spatial Inhabitants in Particular 

(2002); of which there is a PDF version available to download on Olafur’s website, it is well 

 
78 Foster, Hal.2004, The Archival Impulse published in The Archive edited by Charles Merewether 

(2006) Documents of contemporary art, Whitechapel gallery, London  & The MIT press, Cambridge 

Massachusetts 143-148, p.144 
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worth a look through in this context. Einar outlines their partnership and looks back at the 

connections between some of his ‘attic studies’ and works made with Olafur. The fact that 

this book is published under both their names, indicates that Olafur agrees to some level, 

that the works Einar mentions as having roots in Einar’s work therefore adding to the web 

of authorship between the two. In this book Olafur uses the word ‘overlap’ in reference to 

their shared interests and works together.  I think the word is very fitting to use in this thesis 

in reference to objects in the Einar gift at Hönnunarsafn Íslands that could have authorship 

assigned to either man, their overlap is made of forms, ideas and works of Einar’s that 

Olafur has utilised, and/or items from Einar’s workings on projects for Olafur. In the 

following pages I will showcase examples of the said ‘overlap’. I bring them up not to 

discredit Olafur as an artist, nor call judgment on their friendship and working partnership, 

that is not my place. I present these examples; which are just a small cross-slice of overlap 

items to illustrate the difficulties faced by Hönnunarsafn Íslands in determining the 

boundaries of authorship between the two men in the organising and cataloguing of the 

Einar gift, and the questions that have arisen-, such as when does one of Einar’s models or 

forms become Olafur’s work? And should or can a definitive decision be made and if so, by 

who? 

 

Overlap Example 1) The Quasi Brick 

Einar started working on the shape which would become the Quasi Brick in 1988 and he 

continued to work on it throughout the decades under different titles, with it becoming one 

of his main focuses towards the end of his life. Developed from experiments into fivefold 

symmetry, it is an all-space-filling form and is a twelve sided polyhedron, meaning that 

when added together no holes are left, and the mass of the brick was chosen in harmony 

with the Global Scaling Theory that states that all objects of certain harmonic sizes tend to 

“live” longer. Einar wrote in the same letter to Daniel Shechtman (discover of quasicrystals) 

in 2011 of the Quasi Brick; 
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“in August 1988, I took the first step to think 5-fold symmetric and managed to 

“design: a space filler for 5-fold symmetric space. One form does it all! It is an 

irregular Dodecahedron, so at first I called it IDO5FSS, but later on it was named 

Quasi-Brick and today it is the Golden-Fang, due to the numbers of Golden Ratios in 

it.” (Letter to Daniel Shechtman from Einar, November 2011. Held within the Einar 

Gift, Design Museum)  

 

 

From 2002 onwards Olafur utilised the Quasi Brick in many projects and it became part of 

the serial imagery of Studio Olafur Eliasson, becoming a reoccurring motif in differing 

formats, and perhaps most famously a version is used by Olafur for the facade of Harpa 

Concert Hall79 in Reykjavík.  The museum has many objects  tied to the Quasi Brick, some 

are more obvious than others in determining if they are solely Einar’s use or connected to 

Olafur, studies, models and images that can be dated pre-1996 the authorship is 

straightforward.  Image 13 shows an  assemblage of quasi brick objects I arranged as part of 

 
79 Only the main south facades of Harpa use the 3-D quasi bricks, the west, north and east facades 

are made of a two-86dimensional sectional cut through the three-dimensional bricks. 

Image 13. Edited image of an arrangement of Quasi Brick objects at Hönnunarsafn Íslands, arranged by me 

during the exhibition ‘Behind the Scenes with Einar Thorsteinn’.  
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the exhibition ´Behind the Scenes with Einar Thorsteinn´, in the image I have highlighted two 

groupings, the items in yellow are those known to be connected to Olafur through been 

labelled as such, or having a pattern, material or net pattern being visually connected to an 

Olafur Quasi Brick project. The objects circled in red don’t seem to have any obvious 

connection to Olafur, this is the hardest grouping, the ones in limbo which could be for 

either, these lack any form of date or labelling connecting them to a certain project but also 

a connection cannot be ruled out as they don´t have dates or identify markers to date them 

pre-200280. Images 14-20 are also part of this grouping, though image 17 is most likely from 

an Olafur project, but the object itself doesn´t provide any clues of its provenance and 

whilst I know these models in image 17 were used by Studio Olafur Eliasson due to photos81, 

it is not known if this is because the models already existed in Einar’s studio or if he made 

them for Olafur. These are the items in the collection that started the questions circulating 

about what is best to do. Are all the models automatically Einar´s being in his collection and 

from his form? Should the museum acknowledge their possible connection to Olafur or is 

that unfair, as it might give over part authorship to Olafur unwarrantedly; after all these 

models could be from almost a decade before the two men met? Whilst I have been 

working on this thesis Þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir, Representative of Collection and Filing at 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands, reached out to Studio Olafur Eliasson on my behalf and for the 

museums own interest about some of these issues. A reply was given in early December 

2020 from Biljana Joksimovic whom works for Olafur´s Studio archive which states: “ all 

models are under Einar´s authorship.”. Whilst this does clear up, on a very basic level, that 

the museum legally can give authorship to all models made by Einar, including those 

connected to Olafur projects, it leads to other questions, and still doesn´t remove the need 

for the museum to continue research into the provenance of the models. As even if Olafur 

isn´t given co-authorship, if a model is for one of his projects, it is an important detail about 

the provenance of the piece for the museum´s archive. For the time being I think it is 

important that the museum flags items in this questionable overlap category to highlight 

the need for further research into this area and the object´s past.  

 
 

80 Which is when Olafur started using the Quasi Brick form 

81 Similar blocks can be seen in use for development of Harpa Concert Hall on Olafur´s Website.  
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Overlap Example 2) Domes  

Similar issues carry on into this next example of a small selected grouping of three domes 

from within the Einar gift (see images 20, 21 & 22). From my untrained mathematical eye, 

but my knowledge of Einar and Olafur´s overlap these look like studies for their works which 

use bands to form a pattern that exhibits five-fold symmetry called Ammann lines, such as 

the projects Sphere (2003) (image 24), Fivefold eye (2000) (image 25) and Fivefold sphere 

projection lamp, (2004). Olafur even has a similar dome in his collection of Einar´s models as 

seen by image 23, credited on his website as “Model for Fivefold eye by Einar Thorsteinn, 

2000”82, it is also shown in their book To the Habitants of Space in General and the Spatial 

Inhabitants in Particular (2002) on page 35 under the heading of Five Fold Eye. This backs up 

the idea that these models are firmly part of the ´overlap´ grouping, but the question still 

arises where did the seed of these ideas come from, was it Einar or Olafur who conceptually 

thought up this work, or are these ideas from Einar´s ´attic´?, seeing as domes and Ammann 

lines are resolutely part of Einar’s independent works too, or are these models a product of 

a “research commission”?, a term Einar mentions in ´To the Habitants of Space in General 

and the Spatial Inhabitants in Particular´ (2002) in regards to research and work he did for 

Olafur83, would it change much if the answer was known? Even if Einar has authorship for 

these models, which Olafur himself gives to his similar model, isn´t it negligent for the 

museum not to mention Olafur in some way in terms of authorship if it’s for a project they 

both worked on, or does Einar have authorship of the models and Olafur the final product?  

I´m not trying to answer all these questions in full, if at all in this thesis, but wish to point 

out the complicated nature of the collection due to the collaboration of Einar and Olafur. 

It´s not straightforward and this makes the research process more time consuming and 

brings ethical and theoretical issues which need to be addressed.  

 

 
82Olafur Eliasson´s Archive on his Website, under Fivefold Eye;  

https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK101279/fivefold-eye#slideshow 

83 Thorsteinn, Einar & Eliasson, Olafur. 2002, p17 
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Image 14 (Top left) Einar Thorsteinn, Black Metal Quasi Brick, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-10-5_a 

image 15 (Top Middle) Einar Thorsteinn, Quasi Brick made from Cereal Box, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-2-53 

image 16 (Top Right) Einar Thorsteinn, Multi-coloured Patterned Quasi Brick, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-2-2 

image 17 (Middle) Einar Thorsteinn, Multi coloured wooden Quasi Bricks, Museum No. Hs-2014-18-532 

image 18 (Bottom Left) Einar Thorsteinn, Paper Quasi Brick with calculations, Museum No. _1250687 

image 19 (Bottom Right) Einar Thorsteinn, Paper Quasi Brick, Version LN 20.08.02, Museum No. Hs-2014-

18-376_b 
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Image 22 (Left) Einar Thorsteinn, a wooden dome, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-10-2_a 

Image 23 (Right) Einar Thorsteinn, Model for Fivefold Eye, (2000) in Olafur Eliasson´s collection  

Image 20 (Left) Einar Thorsteinn, MDF dome with cut outs, Museum No. _1250925 

Image 21 (Right) Einar Thorsteinn, polystyrene dome, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-10-9_c  

Image 24 (Left) Studio Olafur Eliasson, Sphere (2003) , Munich  

Image 25 (Right) Studio Olafur Eliasson, Fivefold Eye, (2000) 
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Overlap  Example 3) Spiral Tower Model 

This model (image 26) has very similar issues to the domes, but with one slight but major 

difference the inclusion of signatures. It is signed with Einar’s initials ‘ETA’ and dated ‘Okt 

1999’, there is a very similar model on Olafur’s website (see images 27 & 28), there are 

slight differences between these models, but there are enough similarities to suggest they 

are for the same project, plus both are featured in ´To the Habitants of Space in General and 

the Spatial Inhabitants in Particular´ (2002) under the heading of ´Spiral Tower´84. The 

catalogue entry by Hönnunarsafn Íslands in Sarpur (the museums cataloguing system) for 

this work states that this model was made for Olafur85. I find the inclusion of Einar´s 

signature aka his initials interesting as they suggest Einar felt some authorship of the model, 

as assistants don´t typically sign works they make for the head artist. Or does one, sign a 

work that isn´t theirs? If one looks at Olafur´s model one will see a signature, this time 

Olafur´s (see image 28). It doesn´t read ´studio of Olafur Eliasson´ just “Olafur Eliasson”, 

which is curious, as it is more than likely that Einar made the model, as aesthetically it looks 

like an ‘Einar model’ in its materiality. After working with his collection for a long time one 

starts to see tell-tale signs of his work and craftsmanship, it is rougher than Olafur’s 

aesthetic and precedes their working relationship. Maybe this is a bias on my side, but after 

sorting through literal tonnes of the remnants of someone’s life one becomes very familiar 

with their style, their gestural brushstrokes. Of course, as the model is a product of Studio 

Olafur Eliasson, Olafur could be within his rights to sign it with his name, but if this is the 

case surely the same can be said of the Rembrandt paintings that have now been accredited 

to his studio students and assistants. Again, back to the shifting yardstick. What will art 

history make of moves such as this? Olafur does give Einar credit, in as far as his name is 

tagged on the work on his website, but there is no co-authorship given any further than 

that. This is also odd in relation to the recent light shed on the matter of who owns Einar´s 

 
84 Ibid, p. 46-47 

85 “Líkan fyrir spíralturn sem unnið var fyrir Ólaf Elíasson um árið 2000. Þetta módel er merkt "Okt. 

'99   345/413" Turninn er byggður á hugmynd sem hafði verið unnin árið 1999 fyrir 

Feneyjartvíæringinn. Þar sem gerð voru spíralgöng með 2 inngöngum”. 

https://www.sarpur.is/Adfang.aspx?AdfangID=1840477 
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models by Studio Olafur´s Archive that, “all models are under Einar´s authorship”86, as it 

brings up the question as to why has Olafur signed one of Einar´s models, and in essence 

removed his authorship? 

 

Duplicates or doppelganger models is an issue that keeps coming up within the collection in 

terms of the sheer volume of duplicate models within the gift, but also there being 

doppelganger models within Studio Olafur Eliasson´s collection or in the case of  Model 

Room (2003) within one of Olafur´s works of art. ´Model Room´, is a work credited to Studio 

Olafur Eliasson which has had multiple incarnations and consists of a collection of 

prototypes, mock-ups and geometrical studies most of, if not all of which were constructed 

by Einar (image 29) The description of this work on Olafur´s website is as follows:  

 

“Since 1996, Eliasson has collaborated with Einar Thorsteinn, an Icelandic artist and 

architect. A cabinet of their investigations, the Model room contains numerous 

intricately constructed models and maquettes of various sizes. These represent a 

selection of prototypes, mock-ups, and geometrical studies. A specially designed 

nonorthogonal display system presents Eliasson's and Thorsteinn's broader research 

into spatial structures. As their studies develop, new models are added to the 

collection.” – (Olafur Eliasson´s Archive on his Website87) 

 

Einar again is given title of collaborator and is given authorship of the models within the 

work. Hönnunarsafn Íslands holds many duplicate models to the ones in the Model Room, 

there is no way to tell if in fact the museum actually has some of the models from the 

differing incarnations of this work, should the museum detail if a model in the collection 

resembles a model included in Model Room, as it could be a possible aspect of the model´s 

provenance.  What is the ethical route to take here in terms of museum best practice? 

 
86 Email exchange between Biljana Joksimovic whom works for Olafur´s Studio archive and Þóra 

Sigurbjörnsdóttir which states; “ all models are under Einar´s authorship.”. 09.12.2020 

87 Olafur Eliasson´s Archive on his Website, under Model Room, 2003;  

https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK100984/model-room#slideshow 
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Image 26 (Top Left) Einar Thorsteinn, Model for Spiral Tower, (Oct 1999), Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-3-2 

Image 27 (Top Right) ´Olafur Eliasson´, side view of  Model for Spiral Tower (2000), In Olafur Eliasson´s 

collection.  

Image 28 (Bottom) ´Olafur Eliasson´, top view of  Model for Spiral Tower (2000), In Olafur Eliasson´s 

collection. 
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Olafur is also a dichotomy on the one hand he claims transparency, and at some level 

delivers tagging Einar on projects on his website which is great, but it’s not reliable. He has 

spoken on the topic of his studio and transparency stating: 

“I could have chosen to keep this studio completely secret, very closed, and could 

have claimed that I was working more or less alone. That would have satisfied a 

certain market mechanism, but of course it would have been rather irresponsible 

and would probably have caused a lot of frustration within the studio. Of course, it 

was never even a question”. ((Olafur Eliasson, from an interview conducted by Terry 

Perk and Carol Diehl, published first in 2016)   

While it is true, he doesn’t keep his Studio System practice secret, talking about it publicly 

and giving press access to the Studio, his transparency is inconsistent and narratives around 

some of his works change quite drastically to fit his needs and the market needs at certain 

times, such as omitting or altering important details about authorship in publications and 

interviews to sway the narrative in his favour. As seen in the narrative around the Model 

Room, in certain interviews such as The Legacy of ´The Model Room: a conversation 

between Olafur Eliasson and the late Einar Thorsteinn  by Terry Park and Carol Diehl 

(published 2016 & 2020) and on his website the work is framed as a collaboration, but in 

others, such as the 2014 interview by Marc Christoph Wagner for the Louisiana Museum of 

Modern Art, Denmark, Olafur makes vague reference to Einar and talks about this work as 

being a self-portrait of sorts, suggesting maybe this is what the inside of his head looks 

like.88 An odd choice of words, while this discrepancy could be caused by bad editing or 

human error, it has happened more than once. Olafur has a strong control over his brand 

and artistic image, and due to that I find it unlikely he isn´t aware of these issues. 

 

In Olafur´s book ‘Your Lighthouses works with Light 1991-2004’ (a catalogue for an 

exhibition of the same name89) Einar is only mentioned in the acknowledgements alongside 

 
88 Olafur Eliasson Interview: The Shape of an Idea, interviewed by Marc-Christoph Wagner at 

Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Denmark in 2014.  Louisiana Channel on YouTube 

https://youtu.be/M1XZ17DCJng) Interview with Olafur Eliasson by Marc Christoph 

89 This catalogue was published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same name held at 
Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, 28th May- September 5th, 2004.   
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other employees from Studio Olafur Eliasson. I’m not suggesting for an instance that he is of 

more importance than the other people, but he is who I’m looking at in this thesis, and it is 

odd considering that Einar is the ‘author’ creator of certain forms and prefabs used by 

Olafur repeatedly during this period showcased in this book. In the book it also explicitly 

states “The descriptions should allow the reader to picture how the works were conceived 

and made. In order to provide as much essential information as possible, Eliasson 

formulated most of the descriptions himself, and approved the rest.” (Your Lighthouses 

works with Light 1991-2004, p.57). Olafur´s omission of  Einar from any of the descriptions 

of works from which Einar played a key role in creating or originated with him, such as the 

prefab domes90 and the Quasi Brick used in works throughout the book, suggests Olafur 

doesn’t think it’s essential information whom the works were designed by, going back on his 

own statement in the book. I find this odd as this information is given on his website, 

though this might not have been the case in 2004 when the book was published, however 

To the Habitants of Space in General and the Spatial Inhabitants in Particular’ was published 

in 2002, and attaches Einar as collaborator on many of the same works as mentioned in 

‘Your Lighthouses works with light 1991-2004’, as both books cover a similar time period.  

 

Obviously, the argument could be made that Olafur in these cases is using Einar´s works like 

Readymades, but is it that if the designer of the item is involved and vital in the production 

of the work? After all there is a difference here, the audience knows that Warhol didn´t 

design the Coca-Cola bottle91 or Koons The Hoovers92, there is no deception that those 

products aren´t their creations or designs. I don´t think the same can fully be said in the case 

of Olafur using Einar´s prefabs. It seems Olafur might be trying to hide, for a lack of a better 

term, Einar´s input into his work to satisfy certain market mechanisms, to protect his image 

as the creative. 

 
90 Prefab domes are used in ´Your silent running´ (2003-2016) p.151 in Your Lighthouses works with 

Light 1991-2004, plus ´By means of a sudden intuitive realisation (1996) p. 73 

91 Andy Warhol: Green Coca-Cola Bottles, 1962 
92 Jeff Koons: New Hoover Convertibles, Green, Blue; New Hoover Convertibles, Green, Blue; 
Doubledecker, 
1981–1987 
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Image 29  

Studio Olafur Eliasson,  Model Room (2003), installation at Moderna Museet, Stockholm 2005 
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Olafur Eliasson or his studio have also done some disconcerting things such as removing 

Einar’s authorship from the work The Yellow Geometry Boxes /Yellow Boxes (1999) (See 

image 30). Einar created this work for an exhibition curated by Olafur for Gallery Kambur in 

the South of Iceland in 1999 and titled it The Yellow Geometry Boxes. He wrote about this 

exhibition and work: 

 “This was an exhibit of our structural collaborations to that time... we had selected 

to show only seven projects there. One of them, The Yellow Geometry Boxes, had a 

different origin. It was a collection of some 120 paperboard geometrical figures I had 

modelled after my book Nature’s Forms published in 1977. It is now an art piece with 

us both as artists.”  

(Thorsteinn, E. 2002, p.130)  

 

Yet on Olafur’s website, whilst Einar is credited as making the models, he is not credited as 

the ‘co-artist’, his ‘authorship’ has been removed and the title of the work altered, this is or 

Image 30 (Left) Einar Thorsteinn & Olafur Eliasson, The Yellow Geometry Boxes /Yellow Boxes (1999)  

Image 31 (Right) Einar Thorsteinn, poster, (1978) 
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at least boarders on ghost authoring. The date of the work is also of note, 1999, this is 

shortly before, but still before Einar became an employee proper of Olafur’s Studio. I have 

searched for information of how this has been labelled when exhibited by Olafur but have 

yet to find how it has been credited. I hope it is with Einar being given co-artists status, but 

considering this isn’t the case on Olafur’s own website I’m uncertain if this is the case. 

 

I am not a lawyer, nor claim to be particularly well versed in law, but the issues brought up 

here coincide with matters covered by The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (VARA)93. 

Though this is a law passed in the USA, and are not directly applicable to Icelandic copyright 

law, I think it is still relevant as art is international in the sense that  Olafur and Einar´s works 

have been displayed and sold in America, and is relevant when discussing the studio system 

and its complications. VARA recognises artists’ “moral rights” by “protecting their work from 

alteration or destruction and by preventing the use of an artist’s name on a work he did not 

create.” (Tang, X. 2012, p.218). Tang explains that VARA “benefits the purchasing and 

viewing public, especially in an era of factory-made or assistant produced art works.”(Tang, 

X. 2012,p. 218) and it encompasses three major rights: the right of integrity, or the right “to 

prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of the work which 

would be prejudicial to (the artist’s) honour or reputation.” (Tang, X. 2012, pp.224- 225) And 

the right of attribution, which allows an artist “to claim authorship of that work” and “to 

prevent the use of his or her name as the author of any work of visual art which he or she 

did not create.” (Tang, X. 2012, pp. 224- 225) and that “in an era of factory-made, 

industrially fabricated, assistant- produced artwork - that moral rights are increasingly akin 

to trademark law.” (Tang, X. 2012, p.229), such as The Lanham (Trademark) Act94, which 

prohibits the “passing off” or purposeful source confusion95.  

 

It seems at times that Olafur or his team has crossed the lines set by VARA. But it is also 

important the other way around. Hönnunarsafn Íslands needs to think about Icelandic 

 
93 These laws variate from Icelandic laws on copyright. 

94 Enacted July 5, 1946 and is the primary federal trademark statue of law in the United States.  

95 Tang, Xiyin, 2012, The Artists as Brand: Towards a Trademark Conception of Moral Rights, The Yale 
Law Journal, Vol 122. (1) p. 243 
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copyright laws and also possible international legal ramifications of having part of the Einar 

gift having an intertwined history when cataloguing or imparting information about works 

from the ´overlap´. To go back to the Quasi Brick, the Icelandic Design and Architecture 

Magazine HA displayed a black paper Quasi Brick on the cover of its eighth issue, Autumn 

2018 (see image 32), which was misattributed in the cover credits as “Quasibrick. 1988, 

Paper model. Einar Þorsteinn Ásgeirsson”, when in fact that particular Quasi Brick model is 

from a project called The Body as Brain: Projekt Sammlung (2003-2004) and is from a project 

by Studio Olafur Eliasson and Einar among others. This is the second project that comes up if 

you search for Einar Thorsteinn on Olafur’s website, though I would also nit-pick at the 

description on the website is misleading, as it states the fold out Quasi Brick is ´a module 

that Eliasson has developed with Einar Thorsteinn´96, yet another example of Studio  Olafur 

taking liberties with authorship credit. This black paper Quasi Brick was miscategorised in 

Sarpur till November 2020 when I brought the inaccuracy to the Hönnunarsafn Íslands´ 

attention. The magazine took the museum’s authoritative word in good faith, which led to 

them as an authoritative information format reiterating the mistake which could lead to 

future confusion and misinformation.  A mistake such as this could have legal ramifications 

as outlined by Tang (2012) in relation to VARA or potentially other copyright laws. I think 

this example perfectly illustrates the importance of research and the need of the people 

doing the cataloguing at Hönnunarsafn Íslands to have familiarisation with both men’s 

oeuvres. 

 

The tension in this situation is also made more complicated due to the power dynamic 

between Einar and Olafur, it wasn´t like say that of  De La Cruz (Koons former assistant 

previously mentioned) had with Koons. Einar wasn´t hired to work from an existing plan to 

create Olafur’s already established vision as Einar said in an interview; 

 

 

 
96 Olafur Eliasson´s Archive on his Website, under The Body as Brain 2003, 
https://olafureliasson.net/archive/publication/MDA110555/the-body-as-brain#slideshow 
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Image 32 (Top Left) HA magazine cover, Issue 8, Autumn 2018 

Image 33 (Top Right) Paper Quasi Brick Model in Museum Collection, Museum No. EÞÁ-2014-10-4_a 

Image 34 (Bottom Left) Artist Book, Publisher Studio of Olafur Eliasson, Spread of a single page from The 

Body as Brain, Berlin /Zug (2003) 

Image 35 (Bottom Right) Cover from The Body as Brain, Artist Book, Publisher Studio of Olafur Eliasson Berlin 

/Zug (2003) 
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“I have been working with these geometric structures for years, and I would be 

making them now even if I weren’t collaborating with Olafur. Olafur is a superstar 

and I’m glad that he’s giving me a venue to do what I want. One thing that Olafur 

and I agree on is the necessity of experimentation. We spend more money on 

experiments than most artists I know. In the end, what Olafur makes is art; what I 

make are experiments.” (Einar,  interview conducted by Carson Chan, 2007, for 032c) 

 

The ´traditional´ Studio System atelier of the teacher and student is somewhat flipped, with 

Einar was older than the studio head, and also the mentor in many ways. Einar in a way is 

both the Rodin and the Claudel in this situation, making the small-scale models which 

provide some of the basis of the project and also does the leg work of working out the 

physicality of the project. Olafur is also more famous and still alive, therefore has the upper 

hand in the narrative around their collaboration, to go back to Walter Benjamin whom to 

paraphrase warned “that not even the dead are safe when only the victors tell the story...in 

a struggle over the ownership of memory.” (Mereweather. C, 1997, p.161) 

The term ‘From the Studio Olafur Eliasson´ also sadly isn´t always understood by audiences 

or displayed visibly over Olafur´s name on its own. As a term it comes with the need of the 

cultural cipher of understanding of what the ´studio´ part entails in relation to the artist in 

question, and an understanding of what the Studio System is full stop. Something that has 

possibly been lacking in art education and museum conversation, which again brings up the 

question should museums make it better understood when an artist works in this manner 

and explain what that means? If Hönnunarsafn Íslands doesn´t explain Einar´s role in 

Olafur´s Studio, and what the Studio System is in regard to their partnership then it can be 

assumed that it neglects vital information about the works in its collection.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Responsibilities and Role of Hönnunarsafn Íslands   

 

 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands has custodial responsibilities over the Einar Collection, yet as a 

museum it is also an authorised agent, the judgements devised and allocated to items in the 

Einar gift given by the museum are taken as ‘truth’ by many, due to this there is a strong 

responsibility not only to the collection but to the Icelandic public and future generations, to 

try and make decisions in regards to research and documenting the Einar gift to comply with 

museum best standards and to the best of Hönnunarsafn Íslands´ abilities. As an accredited 

museum by Safnaráð (The Museum Council of Iceland), the museum also has an extra 

obligation to follow the guidelines that have been laid out by ICOM to upkeep its 

accreditation status. In this final chapter I want to look at the current status of the Einar 

collection, questioning why in the years that the collection has been housed at the museum 

does a vast majority of the collection still not comply with ICOM museum best practices and 

standards? Taking a critical look at the circumstances around the collection´s acquisition and 

troubleshoot ways in which the museum can move forward.  

 

Museums vary widely in terms of collections, structure, audience and objectives, but the 

basic functions remain similar; “the acquisition and preservation of objects, the 

advancement of knowledge by the study of objects, and the diffusion of knowledge for the 

enrichment of the life of the people.” (Rea, P.M. 1930). The International Council of 

Museums (ICOM) current definition of a museum highlights the tasks of collection, 

conservation, classification and communication97, stating: “A museum is a non-profit, 

permanent institution in the service of society and it’s development, open to the public, 

which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and 

intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study 

and enjoyment.”(ICOM Statutes, 2007). This definition is heavily reliant on object. A 

 
97 Silke Arnold-de Simine, 2013, Palgrave Macmillian, Mediating memory in the Museum, Trauma, 

Empathy, Nostalgia, A New Type of Museum, p.10 
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museum's collections (or lack of them) are at the crux of museums and museology, not only 

do they act as the “visual hooks”98 that draw people in, acting like the anchors of the 

institutions, as it is through the differing approaches to the ICOM´s tasks and the objects 

that set the genres of museums apart; the type of objects in their collections, how they are 

handled, classified, represented and interpreted.99 

 

Due to this heavy reliance on the ‘object’ it is understandable that the subject of 

authenticity is brought up in discussions around museum objects again and again. Studies 

have shown that the Idea of the ‘authentic’ is critical in the relationship between museum 

and visitor, and that experiences perceived as non-authentic angered visitors as they felt 

cheated100. Yet this doesn’t  seem to consider that the visitor often is unaware of what is 

100% authentic. Once an object is removed from its original setting and function and 

displayed in a museum it is given a new identity, its signifying ability is changed and, in a 

way, its authenticity is altered too. As “Any item exhibited in a museum is never allowed to 

remain the thing itself, but instead invokes meaning greater than the world of objects from 

which it has been picked out.” (Williams, P. 2007,p. 30). As places of prestige Museums have 

a way of legitimising histories of peoples, nature and objects101, even though other media 

might be able to communicate the same information, the museum format is seen to be 

scientifically and politically sanctioned internationally, as a fit way to represent the history 

and principles in taste, science and politics102 and as Charles Mereweather expressed the 

museum archive  is “the foundation from which history is written.” (Mereweather. C, 2006, 

p.10).  

 

 
98 Williams, Paul. 2007, The Surviving Object: Presence and Absence in the Memorial, Oxford 

International Publishers Ltd. The Surviving Object: Presence and Absence in the Memorial Museums.  

99 Williams, Paul. 2007, p.93 

100 Wilkening and James, 2009, Life Stages of the Museum Visitor: Building Engagement over a 
Lifetime, p.138, Via Levent, Nina and McRainey, D. Lynn. 2014, Touch and Narrative in Art and 
History Museums, p.78 

101 Peter Aronsson, 2014, National Museums as Cultural Constitutions, National Museums and 
Nation Building in Europe 1750-2010, Mobilization and legitimacy, continuity and change, Edited by 
Peter Aronsson and Gabriella Elgenius, Routledge. p. 174 

102 Ibid  
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 Artefacts and the histories told around them have their “halo of authenticity”103 reinforced 

by their placement within the museums´ collection. This is the ´Museum Effect’, a 

consequence of being researched,  numbered, arranged and written about within a museum 

collection104 which “enables objects from the past to be valued in entirely new ways.” 

(Williams, P. 2007, p.17). This again ties back to Daniel Buren and his concept of the 

´hazardous passage´105, the alteration of signifying power between the studio and the 

museum. An idea backed up by Allan Sekula in ´Reading an Archive´ (1983) which asserts: 

“In an archive, the possibility of meaning is ‘liberated’ from the actual contingencies 

of use. But this liberation is also a loss, an abstraction from the complexity and 

richness of use, a loss of context …. New meanings come to supplant old ones, with 

the archive serving as a kind of ‘clearing house’ of meaning.” (Sekula, A. 1983, via 

Alberro, A. 2004, p. 147) 

Michel Foucault also echoed this, determining the archive to be the “the vernal system of 

the formation and transformation of statements.” (Foucault, 1972, via Agamben,1989, 

p.38). Foucault also devised the term ´Heterotopia´  in the 1960´s, to describe spaces which 

are embedded in aspects of our lives, which somehow mirror society and distort it at the 

same time. Two main characteristics of these ‘spaces’ are they are restricted by a clear 

border as well as having specific rules; whether unconscious social rules or enforced rules 

that are applied on this territory. Foucault outlines that museums are heterotopias that are 

proper to western culture of the nineteenth century, due to “their mission to collect and 

conserve and their desire to contain all times, ages, forms and tastes in one place that is 

itself outside of the ´ordinary world´. (Foucault, via Johnson, P. 2012, p. 182) He goes on to 

say Heterotopias as controlled spaces are not freely accessible like truly public space, either 

entry is compulsory (as in the case of entering a prison) or else the individual has to submit 

 
103 Albano, Caterina. (2007). Displaying Lives: The Narrative of Objects in Biographical Exhibitions. 
University of the Arts London, Museum and Society, , CSM 5 (1).15-28,  p.17  

104 Williams, Paul. 2007, p28 

105 O´Doherty, Brian. 2007, Studio and Cube, published in The Studio edited by Jens Hoffmann, 

Documents of contemporary art Whitechapel gallery, London & The MIT press, Cambridge 

Massachusetts. (2012). Pg.36 
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to rites and purifications to have certain permission and make certain gestures to enter106. 

Objects entering a museum undergo purification rituals of sorts, being researched, 

catalogued and preserved to be deemed an official part of the museum space, the archive 

as part of the museum is therefore a Heterotopia space for objects where rules apply, and 

rituals of entry take place.  

 

Due to the power museums hold within societies, guidelines and councils have been 

developed to monitor and guide the professionals that work within them and the ´rituals´ 

that take place. Best Practices refers to the accumulation of guidelines and standards put 

forward by a field to exceed the minimum requirements, in the goal to “reflect the highest 

level of practice at the time.” (Cato, P.S, 2001, p.3). There is an importance of language and 

a form of hierarchy, with the term ‘guidelines’ at the bottom, ‘standard’ in the middle and 

best practice at the top. Guidelines suggest a voluntary self-governing process at a minimal 

level to provide a service107 and Standards denote the agreed upon way to go about 

something put forward by a professional field, they are more rigid with less room for 

interpretation due to their development through a process of testing and peer review108. 

The International Council of Museums (ICOM), is an organisation on a global scale that has 

made a network of museum professionals across a wide range of disciplines and is 

considered the authority on guidelines, standard and best practices. In Iceland Safnaráð, The 

Museum Council of Iceland is the advisory board for the Icelandic Ministry of Education, 

Science and Culture and assesses applications from museums that seek accreditation and 

prepares a proposal for the Minister of Education, Science and Culture that issues the 

accreditation. As of now, there are Forty-Six accredited museums in Iceland, of which 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands is one, and as such it is obliged to work according to the Museum Act 

and the ICOM Code of Ethics109 which states the museum has the duty to;  

 
106 Foucault’s Fifth principle of Heterotopias  

107 Cato, P.S, (2001) Best Practices – what does it imply? SPNHV Newsletter, New York: The Society 
for the Preservation of Natural History Collections.  

108 Cato. P.S,  2001, p.2 

109 “All accredited museums are obliged to work according to the Museum Act and the ICOM Code of 
Ethics”, Safnaráð website, https://safnarad.is/english/  
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“acquire, preserve and promote, and communicate their collections, and safeguard 

the natural, cultural, and scientific heritage they preserve. The museums promote 

human well-being, social development, tolerance, and respect by advocating 

multicultural and multilingual expression in the promotion of collections of both 

tangible and intangible heritage. The museums create a favourable environment for 

connections between the community and the museums to create a harmonious 

relationship between both parts.” 

-  Safnaráð , The Museum Council of Iceland´s website.  

 

As I am writing this thesis in the winter term of 2020 the Einar Collection is currently in 

storage. There is limited public access to the collection as the storerooms are out of bounds 

and what information is accessible online is via Sarpur, a flawed and limited platform, which 

is made even more limited by the lack of images, due to legal restrictions and paperwork 

backlog. In essence the collection is locked away from public access. Sadly, Hönnunarsafn 

Íslands´ goal to “open the boxes, photograph the work, enter it into the filing system, and 

finally pack everything up according to best practice...to preserve the work but also to make 

the information gathered on each object accessible.”(Hönnunarsafn Íslands, exhibition text 

for Behind the Scenes with Einar Thorsteinn) via the exhibition Behind the Scenes with Einar 

Thorsteinn didn´t and has yet to come to fruition. It was known from the start of the project 

this goal wasn´t likely going to be reached fully, as they put forth in the exhibition blurb that 

Icelandic publishing law would make it difficult for the museum to “provide access to the 

images in their filing systems”110. And while the exhibition did manage to complete the goal 

of unpacking everything to get a basic overview of the gift111 and sorted items into twelve 

categories112,  one of which is Joint Projects with Olafur. The collection has yet to be  

adequately researched resulting in what little information that is available on Sarpur, which 

 
110 ibid 

111 Hönnunarsafn Íslands: Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift.- see 

supporting materials 

112 1) Architecture models 2) Paper/wood models 3) Wireframe/metal models 4) Plastic models 5) 
Paintings 6) Notebooks 7) HMÍ 8) Photographs (non-artistic) 9)Architectural drawings 10) Joint 
projects with Olafur Eliasson 11) Drawings – Geometric 12) Items from Einar Thorsteinn’s house. 
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currently stands at 249 items, being basic or in some instances incorrect or misleading such 

as the previously mentioned case of the Quasi Brick on the cover of HA. The provenance of 

many items still being questionable and there is still thousands of items still in need of 

research and cataloguing and it has become very evident that the project is extensive and 

will take many years of work, if not decades to be completed up to standard. 

 

Whilst work has continued in smaller increments with a further twelve of Einar´s drawings 

being catalogued in February 2020, and plans for Einar´s architectural drawings to be 

photographed, catalogued and repacked in spring 2021, as part of the museum´s initiative 

to catalogue and improve their approach to the architectural drawings in their collections. 

Currently, there are no additional plans to continue research and cataloguing of other 

aspects of the collection,  in essence the collection hasn’t just been put on the back burner 

but removed from the heat altogether. This isn´t the fault of the museum staff but down to 

the sheer scale of the Einar Collection and the amount of work that needs to go into the 

collection to bring it up to basic museum standards being currently out of the bounds of 

what the museum can provide with its current staffing and funding, the two obviously being 

bound together. It was also down to lack of resources as to why the collection remain 

untouched in storage from 2015 till 2018113. 

 

I would like to point out that Þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir Representative of Collection and Filing 

at Hönnunarsafn Íslands, did and has done what she could do in a narrow timeframe with 

limited resources and very limited manpower, and even managed to increase and improve 

the storage facilities during the run of the exhibition. The project which lasted thirteen 

months (06.03.2018- 03.03.2019) had 2.25 tonnes of material to work through and a 

fluctuating workforce, overall, there were six people that worked on the project, but never 

at the same time and only three had any professional museum training. Alongside Þóra 

there was Stefanía Harðardóttir another museum studies student, who worked around 320 

hours spread across eight weeks for university credit, the same amount roughly I worked 

 
113 Due to a high workload on the museum and scarcity of human resources it was impossible to 

begin the cataloguing process until 2018 – Hönnunarsafn Íslands: Report on the Registration Project 

of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift.- see supporting materials  
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spread out across nine months. Then in the summer 2018 the museum hired three summer 

employees: Kolbrún Sara Magnúsdóttir, Helga Þjöll Guðjónsdóttir and Kormákur Mánin 

Bjarnason, through the Sumarstarf job listings, who although very helpful with unpacking 

and cataloguing providing lots of the manpower they also only worked for only three 

months of the exhibitions thirteen month run. This resulted in all administrative decisions 

still having to run through Þóra and as the only full time employ in charge of the museum’s 

collections, the project came to all rest on her. To do the maths that is 2250kg of materials 

across thirteen months that is roughly 173Kg per month to unpack, research, catalogue and 

repack. Never mind conservation assessments and efforts also needed or the deaccession 

decisions of a great number of items from the collection that became apparent114 during the 

unpacking process.  

 

Whilst the scale of the task at hand was apparent from the start, in as it was literal tonnes of 

items, the state and condition and haphazard nature of the gift wasn´t known till the 

unpacking began, however once the scale of the project became apparent and it was 

understood that the tasks couldn´t be completed suitably in the time allocated, alternate 

plans should have been started to be  made to continue  the task after the exhibition ended. 

Of course, there are very simple and practical reasons why this didn’t occur, back to the 

trusty, lack of funding, staff and facilities, the museum has a skeleton crew and limited 

processing space for artefacts.  

 

While there are obviously things that in hindsight would be tackled differently now, and 

mistakes have been made of which I am also complicit in. I would also argue that a lot of the 

fundamental issues with the collection have been exacerbated due to the manner in which 

the Einar gift was acquisitioned. The acquisition was undertaken by Hönnunarsafn Íslands 

during the directorship of  the previous director Harpa Þórsdóttir. The approach taken by 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands and the lack of due diligence has resulted in the already inadequate 

resources of manpower, time and storage space to be wasted. I have looked over what is on 

record about the acquisition in the museums files and it consists of two A4 pages (see in 

 
114 Ibid   
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appendix). It is inadequate that this is all that is on file or all that could be located about the 

acquisition. One is the shipment information and the other the agreement made with Einar 

which consists of three lines of text which read: 

“This gift is given without any restrictions, other than those the Design Museum is 

obligated to uphold in relation its laws concerning the preservation of artefacts and 

their handling.” 

(Gjafabréf -Gift Certificate between Hönnunarsafn Íslands and Einar Thorsteinn, 

courtesy of the museum, translated from the Icelandic) 

Where is the information about the items? What the gift contains? How did the 

aforementioned half eaten banana come to be in the collection? And most importantly to 

the matter at hand how wasn´t the legal stance of items connected to Olafur documented? 

Why did it take until 2020 and a university student prompting to get answers from Studio 

Olafur Eliasson about whether there were any outstanding contracts between Olafur and 

Einar, and about the legal stance of items from their overlap? Many concerns and issues 

around Einar and Olafur´s overlap have been drawn out unnecessarily due to the 

questionable handling of the collection from the start, from a best practices’ standpoint, a 

standpoint the museum is supposed to take as an accredited museum. I know no museum 

employee had seen Einar´s studio in person and the folder includes no photos of the 

collection in question before it was procured. If they exist, why aren´t they in the file? The 

packing up of the studio was also done in a haphazard and careless fashion and wasn´t 

monitored by the museum, resulting in a loss of potential vital clues and context, and also 

led to a mass of  items that have little interest to the museum being shipped and stored, 

sorted and eventually with time will have to undergo time consuming deaccession 

procedure. Hönnunarsafn Íslands took it on word from people that the Einar collection had 

stuff of worth115, and while this is true, it didn´t absolved the need of doing research, and 

following proper protocol as laid out by ICOM to comply with Museum Best Standards. 

Harpa Þórsdóttir wrote in an email to Þóra about the collection; 

 
115 Email between Þora and Harpa about the Einar Collection, see appendix   
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“We never knew what it was, really, but I trusted Goddur (Guðmundur Oddur 

Magnússon) and Sif (Einar´s Daughter) had both been out there and knew what the 

materials were. I do remember Sif saying that she was surprised not to see the nicest 

models in there, but Ólafur does own some of Einar’s work; however, we did not 

know that. We never had any descriptions from Einar or any lists about what we 

were getting.” (extract from an Email between Þóra and Harpa, translation from the 

original Icelandic email, names extended in italics added, see appendix for the full 

email)  

 

In this email there is one extremely worrying line, “surprised not to see the nicest models in 

there, but Ólafur does own some of Einar’s work; however, we did not know that.”, this 

again highlights the lack of due diligence taken by the museum, and raises alarm bells due to 

two facts; Olafur paid for the packing of the studio (which wasn’t done professionally) and 

he also took/kept models, which in light of the previously mentioned statement from his 

Studio representative Biljana Joksimovic “all models are under Einar´s authorship”116. What 

has been lost from the collection that Olafur now has in his possession? And legally did 

Olafur have the rights to remove those items? Did anyone try and enquire about this, or did 

his fame and ´superstar´ status make him absolved from questioning? Whatever was taken 

from the gift after Einar signed over the ownership to Hönnunarsafn Íslands should also 

have to have undergone deaccession protocol. The ICOM statutes in the Statement of 

Principles (2012); produced by the Documentation Committee of ICOM to act as a guide for 

museums for developing documentation and collections management policies to be 

compatible with the standards defined in the ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums (2006), 

states:  

“If an object is deaccessioned, its documentation should be retained by the museum. 

If the object is transferred to another museum, a copy of the documentation should 

be passed to that museum. Details of the basis on which an object was 

deaccessioned, and the formal approval of this action must be added to the 

documentation about the object” (ICOM, 2012, Statement of Principles of museum 

 
116 Email from Bilana Joksimovic to Þóra, December 2020 
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documentation, p.3, section 1.2.5 information and procedures, point 19, Code 2.12-

2.17) 

 

Accessioning is the formal act of legally accepting an object or objects into the museum’s 

permanent collection and as such there is protocol to follow. The American Alliance of 

Museums (AAM) states in its guide on Accessioning Activity117 that: 

“Because it commits staff time, space and other resources to the proper care of this 

material, it is important that acquiring material for the collections be done in a 

thoughtful, inclusive way that reflects the best interests of the museum and its 

audiences, and can be sustained by the available resources.” (AAM, Alliance Activity 

Guide, Accessioning Activity, Museum Assessment Program, 2012, p.1)  

This is also backed up in the V&A´s Collections Development Policy (2010), which is written 

in accordance with the codes outlined by ICOM, the same ICOM code Hönnunarsafn Íslands 

is expected to be fulfil, and states that:  

“The Museum will also take into account limitations on collecting imposed by such 

factors as staffing, storage and care of collection arrangements:  

Physical Condition; If necessary conservation measures are not feasible, an object 

will not normally be acquired. 

Space; If suitable space is not available and if public access cannot be guaranteed, an 

object will not normally be acquired. 

Resources; The total cost of an object covering the purchase price, transport and 

handling charges, costs of conservation, documentation, curation, display and 

storage should be considered when assessing the acquisition of an object. 

Copyright; The copyright owner should be identified, wherever possible, and either 

copyright assigned to the Museum or a copyright licence obtained.”  

(V&A Collections Development Policy, April 2010, Appendix 1.0 Acquisition and 

 
117 American Alliance of Museums, Alliance Activity Guide, Accessioning Activity, Museum 

Assessment Program, 2012.  
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Disposal Policy - Extract from the V&A Collections Management Policy 2009, p.72, 

Point 2.13,) 

 

In the acquisition of the Einar Collection, not one of these categories seems to have been 

examined thoroughly, or it is possible to argue at all. However, I am also looking at the 

situation from the perspectives I have been privy to, from the perspective of someone that 

first hand unpacked hundreds of boxes, which whilst some did include gems such as 

handwritten letters between Einar and Buckminster Fuller, some amazing architectural 

drawings and models, others also contained things such as an actual rubbish bin complete 

with its contents that had sat in storage for five years and mystery liquids in jars and bottles. 

I spent days looking through boxes of leaflets and magazines fishing out the letters and 

items of interest. Of course, this work would have had to be done at some point, but at his 

Studio in Berlin would have been better. The context of what some of the items are might 

have been easier to decipher as well as their importance. It would have also reduced the 

transport costs and created less strain on the museum storeroom, reduced the risk of 

artefact deterioration from rotten items and liquids being packed unprofessionally, as well 

as make the unpacking, sorting and cataloguing easier. Of course when considering a whole 

studio of items and the remnants of an entire working career this is easier said than done, 

but items could have also been grouped and the acquisition broken down into categories, 

for example the museum didn’t need all of his shoes, that is one example of a category that 

could have been excluded at the start.   

I am not saying that the Einar gift shouldn’t have been acquired either, as a collection it 

fulfils all the criteria laid out in the same V&A´s Collections Development Policy; to be 

aesthetic, technical, historical, documentary and completes an existing collection, and not 

just one as usually permitted. The collection is Aesthetic and Technical; increasing the 

understanding of the method of construction of a particular class of collected objects, 

Historical; by contributing significantly to the history of the art and design collected by the 

Museum, by being from an important artist or workshop and provides evidence of the 

workings (design, production, marketing),and is regarded as particularly significant for 

reasons of style, design or technique. Documentary; throwing light on other objects in the 

collections or reflect the taste of a certain period in a particularly evocative manner. 
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Completion of Objects; acquire any object or parts of objects which complete an object 

already in the collections. (paraphrased from V&A Collections Development Policy, 2010, 

Appendix 1.0 Acquisition and Disposal Policy - Extract from the V&A Collections 

Management Policy 2009, p.70, Point 2.2)  

 

But surely there was a better way to handle such a process, even not from my maybe bias 

perspective it is hard not to find fault in how the collection was handled  in its acquisition. 

Especially concerning the legal issues and provenance around works from the Olafur 

overlap, this could stand as the cautionary tale of what not to do. Without a doubt, the 

museum should have established the legal status of the objects from the overlap and should 

have had paperwork to corroborate this. The Harvard Art Museum’s collection policy states 

that:  “The museums will undertake due diligence to establish the legal status of an object 

under consideration for acquisition, making every reasonable effort to investigate, 

substantiate, or clarify the provenance of the object.” (Brauer.A, Stewart,M. Kianovsky,S, 

Collecting, How does the collection grow?, Harvard Art Museums  

Conditions of Acquisitions, point 2). Echoing the ICOM statutes outlined in the Statement of 

Principles which states; “The documentation must include information about any 

intellectual property rights concerning the object. In order to respect these rights, the 

museum should document the owners of any associated intellectual property rights and 

monitor any transfer of these rights”(ICOM, Statement of Principles of museum 

documentation, section 1.2.5 Information and procedures, p.3, point 12). 

 

Einar´s working relationship with Olafur was known to the museum, it was recognised the 

collection would hold items from their decades of collaboration. Right from the start items 

from their overlap should have been identified and their legal stance investigated, if this had 

been done it is possible that those “nicest models” might still be in the collection. The legal 

stance of the Items in the ‘overlap’ needs to be cleared up and be put into writing that is 

notified, the museum should seek legal counsel on this matter, to secure that no legal 

matters around the collection might occur further down the line. The museum should also 

work with Studio Olafur Eliasson on this matter and enquire about the items taken from the 

Einar gift before it was transported to Iceland and ask for documentation about the legal 
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status of those items for the museums documents, as they were taken after the gift was 

accepted into the museum’s guardianship. 

 

A plan needs to be made in how the Einar collection is going to be processed and managed 

going forward, as specified in ICOM´s Statement of Principles, “If the collection is poorly 

documented, the policy should incorporate a plan to rectify the problems.” (ICOM, 

Statement of Principles of museum documentation, p.1, section 1.2. The principles, 1.2.1 

Policy, point 1). I would suggest to the museum that a full assessment of the collection 

would be useful. The AAM have a guide to reviewing an acquisition, which is outlined in 

Alliance Activity Guide, Accessioning Activity (2012). One aspect of part one, (preparation) is 

to identify any material that has fallen into the category of problematic, such as “unwanted 

material offered as part of a larger collection that contains desirable material with potential 

legal problems”(AAM, Alliance Activity Guide, (2012), Accessioning Activity, Part 1: 

Preparation, p2) and material that has “created unexpected demands on resources (for 

preparation, conservation, storage”(AAM, 2012, p.2) and also “Material that has been in 

your custody over one year, and remains accessioned; which in this case is the whole 

collection, and question why?” (AAM, 2012,p. 2). Part 2 is a review of the acquisition 

process and to look over the data collected in Part 1, then examine the “ list of all material 

accessioned in the time period chosen. Are there any second thoughts about any of the 

accepted material?   Does anyone have reservations about any of these decisions in 

hindsight?  Have any unforeseen problems arisen regarding material that was accepted into 

custody or accessioned?”(AAM, 2012, Part 2, p.3) and question if the previous  collections 

management policy helped or hindered the situations and note any conclusions to guide 

future collections management policies, to help avoid or resolve similar issues in the future. 

This is also important to do as it could help inform how collections connected to Studio 

Systems could be better handled in the future, as it is important that acquisition policies 

address the more complicated nature of works from a studio system.  

 

Collections with complications due to the Studio System aren´t going to cease and there is a 

need for more study and literature on the subject. For example, both Erró (1932-) and 

Hrafnhildur Arnardóttir/ Shoplifter who are both large names in the Icelandic art scene both 
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use a Studio System, and issues around that might impact their works being handled in 

archives in the future. Even within the Einar collection there are connections to more than 

one Studio System of sorts, with the collection containing items from his time working for 

Frei Otto´s (which is another aspect of the collection that needs special exploration).  

 

There is also a useful document to consider in this context, published by the Library Staff 

Publications of Yale University titled Artist' Studio Archives: Managing Personal Collections & 

Creative Legacies (2016)118, which has advice on how to handle preserving studio archives 

and has planning  exercises titled “Move Forward!”. Sections which are designed to 

jumpstart your documentation and archiving process and establish realistic timetables. 

Though it is ideally for use with an ´active´ studio, one in which the artist is still alive and 

working, I think it is still applicable to the Einar collection and could provide a starting point 

to start the task of thinning down the gift and making sure the mass deacquisition takes 

place in a responsible manner, in relative to best practices laid out by ICOM. This process 

will reduce the stress from the collection on the museum, freeing up storage space and 

allow for a clearer view of the rest of the collection that is of interest to the museum. This of 

course will take time and resources but will also be vastly beneficial in the long run. A vast 

amount of research needs to go into the Einar Collection, in two main fields, first what 

should the museum keep and what should go, to ensure items the museum deacquisitions 

aren´t of importance to the collection as a whole.  

 

The second and largest field by far is the research into all the items in the collection which 

remain, weather individually or in groupings. Maria Piacente and Barry Lord in the ´Manual 

of Museum Planning’ (2012) advise that museum research must be planned to avoid two 

issues. One; the curatorial staff research agenda continually being redirected to fulfil short-

term temporary exhibition and programming priorities, and two; that the pursuit of 

 
118 Gendron, Heather, Stroukoff, Eumie Imm.  Beaudoin, Joan E. & Ambrose-Smith, Neal (2016)  

Artist’ Studio Archives: Managing Personal Collections & Creative Legacies, Library Staff Publications 

of Yale University. 
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academic research that is not related to public programmes119. This is very relatable to the 

Einar Collection as research basically halted after the Einar exhibition ended due to both of 

these points, the space was needed for another exhibition and research ceased as the 

collection wasn´t connected to an upcoming exhibition anymore. This of course was 

connected to the lack of staffing and space at the museum. But the research needs to 

continue if the collection is going to be brought up to basic standards laid out by ICOM, and 

hopefully eventually fulfil best practices.  ICOM´s Statement of Principles assert that: “The 

museum must record information about the provenance of an acquired object from its 

discovery or creation to the present, including - where appropriate - its production, 

collection, ownership and contextual details about its use” (ICOM, Statement of Principles of 

museum documentation, p.2, section 1.2.5, point 9). To complete this goal the items, need 

to be researched adequately, which currently as seen with the Quasi Brick- HA incident 

hasn´t happened and as Piacente and Lord also state: 

“A collection that is not well researched cannot be meaningfully interpreted to the 

public. Research is a fundamental activity in exhibition development because 

without research there can be no meaningful exhibition communication.” (Piacente, 

M & Lord, B. 2012, p.91).  

 

This quote reflects the traditional thought that research is an “inalienable aspect of 

curation”120 and this still rings true, museums need to develop their knowledge base 

regarding their collections, to provide information that is factual and informed when 

developing exhibitions. In simple terms, it is generally best to know what one is displaying. 

Jane Levine suggests that provenance research should be conducted much like an 

investigative inquiry, she points out that the authenticity of some forms of evidence, 

particularly verbal accounts, should be judged against the backdrop factors of reliability, 

 
119 Piacente, Maria.& Lord, Barry. 2012, Exhibitions, Interpretation and Public Programs, 88-109, in 

Manual of Museum Planning, 2012, AltaMira Press, Edited by Lord, Barry. Dexter Lord, Gail.& 

Martin, Lindsay. p.92 

120 Anderson 2007:12, via Bounia, Alexandra. 2014, Codes of Ethics and Museum Research,  Journal 

of Conservation and Museum Studies, 12(1), p. Art. 5  
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potential financial gain, and the availability of objective corroborating evidence121. Levine 

(2009) also offers a hierarchy of types of provenance documentation, the highest level being 

of documentation consists of “reliable, credible written invoices showing the historical 

chronology of the transfers of the object, or published proof of exhibition in books or 

catalogues.” (Lavine, J.A, 2009, p.229 via Gerstenblith, P. 2019, p.297). However, in the case 

of Einar and Olafur and the overlap these sources are sometimes not as reliable as one 

would wish, as I outlined in chapter two, but they are still a good place to start. Within the 

overlap there are many progressive proofs122 of Olafur´s works, from these working 

backwards from Olafur´s works to what is in the collection is one way that suspected 

provenance to some of the objects has been given. I think a great place to look for more 

provenance evidence or clues would be Einar´s extensive collection of photographs, that 

came with the gift, many of which have date stamps. The assortment of personal letters and 

documents I also think too will hold a wealth of important information. There has also been 

talk about bring in family, friends and people connected to Einar or aspects of its collection 

to try and shed light on certain aspects of the collection and add depth to the museums 

understanding. His last wife Manuela Loeschmann would be a great source of information 

on the Einar and Olafur overlap, as she was with Einar for the majority of his time working 

with Olafur. Though as Levine (2009) points out the reliability of all these accounts should 

be questioned.  

 

Once the research has been done it’s also important that it goes into a suitable database, 

seeing as the ICOM Statement of Principles also states that:  

“The search facilities should enable staff and users to find relevant information 

about the collection and individual objects, by searching for criteria such as object 

 
121 Levine, Jane. A. (2009), The Importance of Provenance Documentation in the Market for Ancient 

Art and Artefacts: The Future of the Market May Depend on Documenting the Past,” DePaul Journal 

of Art, Technology and Intellectual Property Law 19: 219-33, via Gerstenblith, Patty. (2019), 

Provenances:  Real, Fake, and Questionable , International Journal of Cultural Property 26 (03): 285: 

304.  

122 Progressive Proof - One of a number of proofs pulled at different stages of work on a plate or 

block, which show the artist how the image has developed. Collectively, the proofs form a record of 

each different state.: Martin, J. 1986, p.164.  
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name, title, object type or classification, material, collection place, producer, 

production date or period and object number” (ICOM, 2012, section 1.2 The 

principles, sub- section 1.2.4. point 6) 

 

Currently Hönnunarsafn Íslands uses Sarpur as it´s the archival management system and 

database, which is also used by over fifty other museums and institutions within Iceland. 

However, there are issues with the system. The information about the Einar gift online is 

very limited, in part because a small percentage of the gift has been fully catalogued, but 

also due to Sarpur itself as a platform being outdated and issues surrounding Icelandic 

copyright and image sharing laws. A prime example of Sarpur proving to be an ineffectual 

platform and research tool, is that when one searches for Olafur Eliasson on Sarpur under 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands, no results come up (see image 36), of course this could be user error 

on the museum´s side, maybe someone forgot to tag Olafur as a searchable subject, but in a 

collection this size with so many items deeply associated with Olafur, as illustrated in 

Chapter two and him being mentioned in some of the descriptions of items in the system 

(see image 37), the fact that nothing comes back at all in the search is odd and points to a 

larger issue with the archival system. 

 

There are also issues around Sarpur. There are only 249 entries from the Einar collection 

available for public view (and another seventeen from items previous Einar items already in 

the museums custody), and only thirteen of these have images included. Images are 

omitted from public view due to legal reasons surrounding copyright law in Iceland, the 

legal nuances of which are not the focus of this thesis. However, there is a service provided 

by Myndhöfundasjóður Íslands (The Icelandic Visual Art Copyright Association) which would 

allow the museum to share more images, however the paperwork for this has yet to be 

filed. It’s worth mentioning that this lack of visual access to the Einar collection is adding to 

the museums inability to provide public access to the Einar Collection, which goes against 

the best practice of making the collection accessible, as currently Sarpur is the only point of 

access to the collection. The historian Pierre Nora has written about the archive and  
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Image 36 Screenshot of my search for Olafur Eliasson on Sarpur, 10th November, 2020 

Image 37 Screenshot of an entry on Sarpur that has Olafur mentioned in the extra information , 10th 

November, 2020.  
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photography, as “modern memory is, above all, archival “It relies entirely on the materiality 

of the trace, the immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the image.’ Photography is 

critical to the practice and authority of the archive, in so far as it folds together history as 

representation and representational as history.” (Mereweather, C. 1997, p.160) 

 

This isn´t to say everything needs to be accessible, the museum would still need to filter out 

items it deems not suitable for public viewing, such as letters and stuff containing things of a 

personal nature of people still living123. I´d also like to make the point that Sarpur is also only 

being available in Icelandic, narrowing down the cultural reach of the institutions that use it 

significantly, seeing as at most there is an estimated 400,000124 Icelandic speakers in the 

world, and even if every single one of that audience used the service and the online 

collections; which isn’t the case, the user base for the service would still be very small. I’m 

not saying the service shouldn’t be in Icelandic, of course it should, but it is very short 

sighted to make it only accessible in Icelandic. The Icelandic museum council even states via 

working in accordance with ICOM code of ethics that all accredited museums as previously 

stated, have the “duty to communicate their collections and advocate for multilingual 

expression in the promotion of collections of both tangible and intangible heritage” 

(Safnaráð statement on their website in English). Luckily there are plans and talks in place 

for Sarpur to be replaced in the future and I hope these issues are addressed in whatever 

system replaces it. 

 

To complete this work there is a need for adequate staffing and for that staff to be qualified 

to undertake the work, the museum shouldn’t have to be reliant on part-time workers to 

complete cataloguing. As the ICOM (2012) Statement of Principles of Museum 

Documentation lays out; “The museum must employ or have access to staff with 

appropriate expertise in documentation procedures, standards and systems”  

(ICOM, 2012, Statement of Principles of museum documentation, p.1, section 1.2, sub-

 
123 ICOM, 2012, Statement of Principles of museum documentation, p.2, section 1.2.4 information 

access and user needs, point 7 

124 Huh, Eusan. (2017, May 16), Words of Interest: Long Live Icelandic, The Reykjavik Grapevine.  
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section 1.2.2, point 2)  

 

It is also important that Hönnunarsafn Íslands consults experts in different aspects of Einar´s 

career and interests, such as an architect, mathematician the Buckminster Fuller Institute 

and Olafur Eliasson or one of his representatives. I know that Hönnunarsafn Íslands wishes 

to continue work on the collection and with time I am hopeful that progress can be made 

and the collection becomes more accessible and be kept in accordance to ICOM guidelines 

and standards, but for this to happen there needs to be a large investment of time and 

money. Although, the aim to do this is also technically necessary to keep accreditation from 

The Museum Council of Iceland, as surely a museum that doesn’t aim for ICOM standards 

can´t remain accredited. Also, in the agreement with Einar outlined in the Gjafabréf (gift 

certificate) it states that the museum “is obligated to uphold in relation its laws concerning 

the preservation of artefacts and their handling.”(Gjafabréf -Gift Certificate between 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands and Einar Thorsteinn, see appendix). If the funds can’t be made 

available from the Icelandic government or Garðabær council (the municipality in which the 

museum is located), whom currently fund the museum, via direct increase to the museum´s 

funding current funding, then I feel applying for grants is the route to go. This could maybe 

allow the museum to hire people dedicated to the Einar´s Collection to help complete the 

task of deacquisitioning, researching and cataloguing. However grants can be hard to come 

by and it looks like due to the events of 2020 that economic cuts might affect funding to the 

arts and culture grants as sadly this is an area that is often on the chopping block during 

economic downturns. 

 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands sadly suffers from the same fate as many museums across the globe, 

the chronic lack of adequate staffing, funds and storage facilities. Nevertheless, I have also 

noticed in years of getting to peak behind the scenes of Icelandic museums there seems to 

be a reoccurring issue of, ‘all fur coat no knickers’, to use a very British turn of phrase. The 

museums in Iceland tend to look lovely from the front of house having sophisticated cafes 

and shops, and nicely crafted exhibitions, but behind the scenes they fall far below par from 

where you would expect or wish them to be. With some museums having extremely poor 

inadequate storage, which often don’t even comply to the most basic guidelines or 
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standards such as protection from external environmental factors like UV damage and 

damp. I’ve witnessed a multitude of artefacts pushed up against windows in storage sheds, 

heavy breakable items being kept on high shelves without being secured in any manner, 

which in a nation with frequent earthquakes is even more troublesome125. In Hönnunarsafn 

Íslands there are in fact water pipes that run through the archive and have been prone to 

leaking. Without fail in every collection I’ve seen items have being kept on floors with no 

protection from possible flooding, grime or pest issues. Even in the University of Iceland’s 

very own accredited museum Listasafns Háskóla Íslands, I have seen many art works being 

kept on the floor lent up against each other, including a work of art with broken glass in the 

frame, touching the work below and putting it at risk of easily avoidable damage. 

Considering this is in the very institution charged with training Iceland’s next generation of 

museum professionals, this is  particularly alarming. The University’s lack of interest in 

taking care of its own art collection and its willingness to waste valuable resources; in both 

the collection as a teaching tool for museum studies students to gain much needed hands 

on experience in care of artefacts, and then again by ignoring those same students potential 

to be a great source of manpower to take care of a University asset, shows a great lack of 

respect for the subject and discipline its own professors are teaching and to the students 

enrolled. This is also emblematic of the larger issue of adequate resources not being 

allocated to museums, which results in museums being unable to meet the basic 

requirements of their collections such as storage to a standard fitting of museum best 

practices. I’m not saying this these issues are solely Icelandic ones, but it is an Icelandic 

museum that is the focus of this thesis, and sadly from what I have gathered when 

researching the Einar Gift this is not an isolated incident, which indicates there are greater 

issues within the Icelandic heritage sector that need addressing.   

 

Nevertheless, I also think there are some uniquely Icelandic issues at play here too. One 

being the countries limited (but growing) number of educated and trained museum 

professionals and the extremely limited number of qualified individuals in conservation. This 

makes the care of collections feel not only like an uphill battle, but one with boulders falling. 
 

125 Árbæjarsafn folk museum, they have two good storerooms, but there older store sheds are a 

mess to be frank. I also saw similar issues at Skógar Folk Museum. 
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And also makes taking on a gift the size and in the condition that Einar’s is in, extremely 

time and resource consuming if it is going to be done to standard of best practices. And the 

second and most controversial being a “deeply felt need to synchronise Icelandic culture 

with contemporary reality, to validate it in a modern context and in the world at large” 

(Sigurður A. Magnússon,1989,p.18), this is one of the aspects behind the ‘fur coat no 

knickers´ veneer museums put up, the need to seem aligned outwardly with the rest of the 

developed western world at the detriment of the museums care of collections. Iceland’s 

museum landscape is by comparison to much of Europe still somewhat in its infancy, social 

economic and political factors of previous centuries restricted the growth of the sector. For 

example, both the National Museum of Iceland and National Gallery of Iceland whilst both 

having their origins in the latter half of 1800´s, remained dependent on other institutions for 

decades with the National Museum not gaining its own location till 1950 and The National 

Gallery not gaining its current location till 1987.126 The museum field is also small and 

people are scared to speak out when people make mistakes in case they upset someone and 

it has a negative impact on them socially and professionally, as the job market in Iceland still 

works on who you know, not what you know in the creative field.  

 

More importantly there seems to be a lack of checks and balances. Which is something the 

Icelandic Museum Council should be doing more of. Seeing as according to the Museum Act 

2011 No. 41, the Council has the following duties (among others):  

“a) To supervise museum activities in Iceland  

b) In cooperation with the central museums, to draft policies with regard to the work 

of museums and submit them to the Minister for approval. 

 
126 The National Museum has its roots in the Antiquarian Collection, which was established in 1863, 

and became the National Museum the in 1911. The collections were housed in several locations 

across Reykjavik, including the Cathedral, House of Corrections, Parliament and National Bank and 

the National Library building on Hverfisgata. Once Iceland had gained independence in 1944 it was 

decided by Parliament that the National Museum’s collections should be united in a new designated 

place, and the collections were moved to Suðurgata in 1950 (Þjóðminjasafn Íslands website). 

Similarly, the National Gallery was founded in 1884, this time not even in Iceland itself but in 

Copenhagen and was based heavily on Danish works and between 1885 to 1950 it was on exhibition 

in the House of Parliament till it also moved to Suðurgata as a branch of the National Museum, not 

moving to its current location till 1987 (Listasafn Íslands Website) 
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e) To lay down conditions regarding museum premises, including accessibility 

standards and safety issues.  

f) To lay down conditions regarding standards for museums’ cataloguing systems and 

the accreditation of such systems.”  

(Safnaráð , The Museum Council of Iceland´s statement on their website.) 

 

It is worrying that accredited museums in Iceland are struggling so much to meet or follow 

basic museum standards set by ICOM. It makes me question the functionality of the 

Icelandic Museum Council, after all they are meant to supervise the museum activities in 

Iceland, laydown conditions regarding museum premises, which surely includes museums 

having adequate storage and working space. And most importantly for this thesis it sets the 

standards and gives the accreditation to cataloguing systems, which in this case is Sarpur, a 

system which was described in a conversation with a museum employee as being: “an old 

system that has been band-aided for a long time. It can´t take anymore Band-Aids.”. It 

makes you question, if an accredited museum can be having fundamental issues behind the 

scenes with acquisition policy and archiving, then what is happening behind the scenes of 

the unaccredited museums?  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Some may think I am callous for writing some of the things I have in this thesis, and that 

assessment might be warranted, but also sometimes someone needs to be the bad guy and 

say the things that other people are too worried to say out loud. As a foreigner in Iceland I 

am less concerned about possible personal connections to people who might be involved. I 

also come from Britain a nation with vastly different resources in the museum field and this 

effects my judgments, however the standards that the Museums Council of Iceland states it 

is aiming for are the ICOM standards, which are international. While the issues that I have 

seen and discussed in this thesis of course exist in the UK, I don´t think it´s to this degree in 

the premier institutions, of which Hönnunarsafn Íslands is framed to be in Iceland by being 

one of the accredited museums. It is also not that I don´t think that Iceland is lacking 

competent museum professionals, but rather there is a chronic lack of support and 

investment into the museum infrastructure. Many of the points I have made are also what 

should have been done or should be done in an ideal world, and there are many ´real world´ 

reasons why they haven´t or aren´t going to be possible, but if you can´t lay out the ideal in 

a university thesis then where can you? Maybe I am also a sucker for the rules, but 

sometimes the rules and policies are there to protect the institution.  

 

Hönnunarsafn Íslands has a responsibility to tackle the issues around authorship and 

provenance, that have been risen by the Einar gift; to adequately research and provide 

accurate information for the viewing public, researchers and interested parties. Einar gifted 

his stuff for a reason, after all “To amass an archive is a leap of faith, not in preservation but 

in the belief that there will be someone to use it, that the accumulation of these histories 

will continue to live, that they will have listeners.” (Salloum, J ,2006, via The Archive, 2006, 

p. 186). He wanted his studio and his life’s work to have a safe home. It would be a shame if 

the Einar collection and the wealth of information it can provide to the Icelandic Nation and 

the world in general, remains unresearched and hidden due to a poor public archive 

platform, copyright laws, and the museum lacking staffing and funding.  

 

The structure and functionality of The Museum Council of Iceland and the Icelandic Ministry 
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of Education, Science and Culture, also needs further investigation to answer the question 

of , why is an accredited museum struggling to meet basic standards, and how was a 

collection acquired in such a manner with such disregard for protocol? How many other 

accredited museums in Iceland gave similar issues? The case study indicates that if the 

Museum Council of Iceland is “supervising of museum activities in Iceland” (Museum Act 

2011, No.41, point a), is somewhat lax and the reasoning of this needs to be investigated 

further.  

 

As I stated at the start of this thesis, this wasn´t a love letter nor a call to arms against the 

Studio System, but a look at the impact and long-lasting complications it can create in an 

archive, as exemplified by the Einar Collection at Hönnunarsafn Íslands. The issues 

surrounding the overlap between Einar and Olafur discovered in this collection is also an 

area of note for future study. The collection has given and will likely give more insights into 

the Studio Olafur Eliasson and Einar´s role in the works they collaborated on between 1996 

and 2015. And this is an area which merits more exploration and public discussion. Einar 

truly was a man ahead of his time and it´s a shame that his impact and importance is not 

that well known, especially in his native land. I feel in time that much like the Rembrandt 

Research Project revealed  “fluctuating boundaries of a studio as satisfyingly ragged and 

complex as any social historian could desire.” (Hughes, A. 1990,34) so too could the Einar 

collection. 

 

I think the Einar Collection case study also highlights that it´s necessary for more attention 

to be paid to the guidelines and protocols around acquisitioning works from artists that 

work in or are connected to Artist-as-businessman Studio Systems. The industrial and 

assistant made works post-1960, will with time and passing of generations become more 

and more difficult to authenticate, and the use of assistant made works is expanding to 

include the use of robots, and the identify ´gestural brushstroke´ is becoming harder and 

harder to decipher. This issue is around to stay and one that will bound to effect a multitude 

of museum collections. The vast research projects needed for the collections of the Old 

Masters, could to some degree be lessened in the future for contemporary artists, if 
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museums include information about the dynamics of the Studio a work comes form during 

acquisition.  
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IMAGE CREDITS 

   
Image 1.  
Biotin Hydrazide (1995), Damien Hirst  
2337 x 4724 mm | 92 x 186 in | (4 inch spot) 
Household gloss on canvas 
Spot Paintings 
Sourced: http://www.damienhirst.com biotin-hydrazide 
 

 
 
 
 

  
Image 2.  
Sistine Chapel ceiling, 1508-1512 and The Last Judgement fresco, 1536-1541 
Michelangelo 

Sourced: http://www.michelangelo.net/sistine-chapel/ 
 
 

   
Image 3.  
The Artist in his Studio, (c.1628) 
Rembrandt Harmensz. Van Rijn  
Sourced: https://collections.mfa.org/objects/32665/artist-in-his-studio 
(Museum of Fine Arts Boston)  

 

 

  
Image 4.  
Drawing from life in Rembrandt’s Studio, (C, 1650.) 
unknown artist. 
Hessisches Landesmuseum, Darmstadt.  
Sourced:www.rembrandthuis.nl.meet-rembrant/rembrandt-the-teacher/his-
pupils/?lang=en 
 

 

  

Image 5. 

French sculptor Auguste Rodin (1840-1917) in his Paris studio in 1905. Photo 

by Frances Benjamin Johnston (1864-1952). Sourced: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Auguste_Rodin_in_his_Paris_studio

_1905.jpg 

 
 

  

Image 6.  

Jeff Koons photographed in his New York studio, 2016, image credit Jeff Koons 

Sourced: https://www.christies.com/features/Jeff-Koons-Interview-7223-

1.aspx 

   
Image 7. 
Galatea, (1889), Auguste Rodin 
Sourced: https://www.wga.hu/html_m/r/rodin/4various/galatea.html 
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Image 8.  
Young Girl with a Sheaf (before 1887), Camille Claudel 
Photo : © ADAGP, Paris, 2012 
Source: http://www.musee-rodin.fr/en/resources/educational-files/rodin-

and-camille-claudel, Musee Rodin  

 

 

 
  

Image 9. 
Tête d’esclave, (slave head) (1887), Camille Claudel 
Photo : © ADAGP, Paris, 2012 

Source: http://www.musee-rodin.fr/en/resources/educational-files/rodin-
and-camille-claudel, Musee Rodin 
 

   
Image 10. 

Head of a Slave, Camille Claudel, signed with Rodin’s Foundry Mark , 1925  

Sourced: https://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/103455.html 
Philadelphia Museum of Art  
 

 

 
 
 
 

  
Image 11. 
Einar Domes in geothermal Field 
Sourced: https://www.landsvirkjun.is/ 

 
 

 
 

  
Image 12. 

By Means of Sudden Intuitive Realization, (1996), Olafur Eliasson, 
shown at Manifesta, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 1996.     
Sourced: https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK101732/by-
means-of-a-sudden-intuitive-realization#slideshow 

 

  
Image 13.  
A layout of one of the displays of Quasi Bricks during the Exhibition ‘Behind 
the Scenes with Einar Thorsteinn’ 2018  
Sourced: my own photo with edits by me  

 
 
 
 

  
Image 14. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-10-5_a 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands  
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts)  
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Image 15. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-2-53 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands  
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 

 
 
 
 

  
Image 16. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-2-2 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 

  
Image 17. 
File Number : Hs-2014-18-532 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
 (The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 
 

  
Image 18. 
File Number : _1250687 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 
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File Number : Hs-2014-18-376_b 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands  
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 
 
 
 

  
Image 20. 
File Number : _1250925 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

   
Image 21. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-10-9_c 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
 (The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 

   
Image 22. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-10-2_a 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
 (The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 
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Image 23. 
Model for Fivefold Eye by Einar Thorsteinn, (2000), photo Studio Olafur 
Eliasson 
Sourced:https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK101279/fivefold-
eye#slideshow 
 

 

  
Image 24. 
Sphere, (2003) shown at Funf Höfe, Viscardihof, Munich, 2011. 
Sourced:https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK100993/s
phere#slideshow 
 

   

Image 25. 

Fivefold Eye, (2000), Neugerriemschneider, Berlin, 2000.  

Photo Credit: Jens Ziehe  

Sourced: https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK101279/fivefold-

eye#slideshow 

 

   
Image 26. 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-3-2 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands  
(The Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 

 

  
Image 27.  
Model for Spiral Tower, (2000), Studio Olafur Eliasson, image credit Viola 
Heyn-Johnsen, 2012. Sourced Olafur’s website : 
https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/uncategorized/MDA11216
1/model-for-spiral-tower#slideshow 
 

 

  
Image 28.  
Model for Spiral Tower, (2000), Studio Olafur Eliasson, image credit Viola 
Heyn-Johnsen, 2012. Sourced Olafur’s website : 
https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/uncategorized/MDA112159/model-
for-spiral-tower#slideshow 

   
Image 29. 
Model Room (2003), Studio Olafur Eliasson, shown at Moderna Museet, 
Stockholm, 2015. Photo credit: Anders Sune Berg.  
Sourced: 
https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK100984/model-
room#slideshow 
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Image 30.  
Yellow Boxes, (1999), Studio Olafur Eliasson , Photo credit Zan Wimberley, 
Sourced: 
https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK101407/yellow-
boxes#slideshow  

 

  
Image. 31 
Poster by Einar Thorsteinn, 1978 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-5-29 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands (The 
Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

   
Image 32.  
HA, Magazine Cover. Issue 8, Autumn 2018 
Sourced: https://hadesignmag.is/vara/ha-issue-08/ 

 

  
Image .33 
Paper Quasi Brick Model in Museum Collection 
File Number : EÞÁ-2014-10-4_a 
Used with permission and image credit from Hönnunarsafn Íslands (The 
Icelandic Museum of Design and Applied Arts) 

 

  
Image 34. 
Artist Book, Publisher Studio of Olafur Eliasson, Spread of a single page from 

The Body as Brain, Berlin /Zug (2003),  

Sourced: 

https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/publication/MDA110555/the-body-

as-brain#slideshow 

 

  
Image 35. 
Cover from The Body as Brain, Artist Book, Publisher Studio of Olafur Eliasson 
Berlin /Zug (2003) 
Sourced: 
https://www.olafureliasson.net/archive/publication/MDA110555/the-body-
as-brain#slideshow 
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Image 36. 
Screenshot of my search for Olafur Eliasson on Sarpur,  
10th November, 2020 

 
 
 
 

 

  
Image 37  
Screenshot of an entry on Sarpur that has Olafur mentioned in the extra 
information , 10th November, 2020. 
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APPENDIX  

 

1. Gjafabréf -Gift Certificate between Hönnunarsafn Íslands and Einar 

Thorsteinn, courtesy of the museum. 

 

2. Shipping details of the Einar Gift from Samskip, Courtesy of Hönnunarsafn 

Íslands 

 

3. Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift. 
Original Report in Icelandic 
Courtesy of Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
 

4. Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift. 
English Translation by Magnús Björgvin Guðmundsson 
 

5. Email between Þóra and Harpa about the Einar Collection 
In the original Icelandic, Courtesy of Hönnunarsafn Íslands 
 

6. Email between Þóra and Harpa about the Einar Collection 
Translation in English by Magnús Björgvin Guðmundsson 
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Hönnunarsafn Íslands 

Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift. 

Original Report in Icelandic 

 

Greinargerð vegna skráningarverkefnisins Safnið á röngunni með Einari Þorsteini  

 
Lengd verkefnis: 6. mars 2018 – 8. apríl 2019 (13 mánuðir) 

Staðsetning: Aftara rými í sýningarsal fyrstu mánuðina, færðum gripi út í stóra sal þegar líða tók á 
verkefni. 

Tilgangur: Að fá yfirlit yfir og skrá sérsafn Einars Þorsteins Ásgeirssonar í Sarp.  

 
Forsaga  

Hönnunarsafni Íslands barst rausnarleg gjöf árið 2014 frá hönnuðinum Einar Þorsteini Ásgeirssyni 
(1942-2015). Allt innvols vinnustofu Einars heima hjá honum sem og einhverjir gripir af vinnustofu 
hans í Stúdíói Ólafs Elíassonar í Berlín. Gjöfin barst árið 2014 í 40 feta gámi. Gámurinn var tæmdur 
eins fljótt og hægt var og kassar settir inn í varðveislurými safnsins. Einnig bárust hlutir frá heimili og 
úr geymslu Einars hér á landi. Þeir gripir komu seinna en eru taldir hluti af gjöfinni. Það sást strax að 
þetta verkefni var yfirgripsmikið og þyrfti langan tíma til að skrá. 

Ferli verkefnis 

Vegna anna og manneklu var ekki hægt að byrja skráningu á safninu fyrr en árið 2018. Einn og einn 
kassi voru opnaðir en magnið var og er slíkt að það hafði ekki mikið að segja í skráningarvinnu og 
erfitt að átta sig á samsetningu gjafarinnar. 

Árið 2018 var ákveðið var að nýta sýningarrými safnsins til skráningar og rannsóknar. Öllum kössum 
var raðað upp í miðju rýmisins. Hugmyndin var að kassarnir myndu smátt og smátt hverfa eftir því 
sem leið á verkefnið og í stað þeirra kæmu fram gripir og sýrufríir kassar. Þannig væri 
skráningarferlið gert sýnilegt gestum, eitthvað sem fæstir hafa séð. Þar sem verkefnið fór fram í 
sýningarrými safnsins var mikilvægt að starfsmaður væri frammi að taka á móti og útskýra fyrir 
gestkomandi  

Í sýningarrýminu var sett upp aðstaða fyrir ljósmyndun, ásamt skráningaraðstöðu þar sem 
starfsmaður safnins gat setið og unnið.  

Fyrsti mánuðurinn fór í að koma öllu fyrir og útbúa lítið sýningarrými sem hægt væri að nýta fyrir litla 
sýningu á áhugaverðum gripum sem kæmu upp úr kössum. 

Það koma fljótlega á daginn að þetta verkefni væri gríðarstórt og öll hjálp vel þegin. 

Þorvaldur Böðvarsson skráningarstjóri hjá Þjóðminjasafni Íslands var fengin til ráðleggingar ásamt 
Völu  Gunnarsdóttur, fagstjóra Sarps. Þau ráðlögðu að litið yrði á safnið sem sérsafn. Það gerði það 
að verkum að auðveldara væri að búa til yfirsýn með því að vera með flokka.  

Safnið fékk númerið: Hs-EÞÁ-2014-.  

Við það að líta á gjöfina sem sérsafn varð mun auðveldara að átta sig á henni og byrja að finna út úr 
helstu flokkum. Í lok verkefnisins voru flokkarnir orðnir 12, með fyrirvara um breytingar þegar byrjað 
væri að vinna í skráningunni. Flokkarnir eru eftirfarandi: 1) Arkitektúrmódel; 2) Pappírs/viðarmódel; 
3) Vír/málmmódel; 4) Plastmódel; 5) Myndverk (málverk); 6) Minnisbækur; 7) Handmenntaskólinn; 
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8) Ljósmyndir – ekki listrænt; 9) Arkitektúrteikningar; 10) Samstarfsverkefni með Ólafi Elíassyni; 11) 
Teikningar- Geómetría; 12) Húsmunir eftir Einar Þorstein.  

Við endurskoðun væri ef til vill hægt að einfalda þessa flokka eitthvað og sameina. 

Hafist var handa við að taka upp úr kössum til að átta sig á flokkum í safninu. Þá kom fljótt í ljós að 
mikið þyrfti að grysja úr safninu. Þar sem Einar safnaði miklu og henti fáu, en mikið af efni kom upp 
úr kössum sem hafði ekki hátt varðveislugildi. 

Sumarið 2018 fékk safnið þrjá sumarstarfsmenn, þau Kolbrúnu Söru Magnúsdóttur, Helgu Þöll 
Guðjónsdóttur og Kormák Mána Bjarnason, sem fengu það hlutverk að hjálpa til við skráningu. 
Meðal verkefna hjá þeim var að púsla saman stórum verkum Einars og hjálpa til við að leysa oft 
erfiðar gátur í þeim efnum. Við það að setja saman púslverkin fengum við góða innsýn inn í verkin og 
gátum myndað þau, mælt og áttað okkur á eiginleikum þeirra. Þessi stóru verk voru til sýnis í stærra 
rýminu og vöktu mikla athygli gesta sem komu í heimsókn á meðan á verkefninu stóð. Þess má til 
gamans geta að ungur safngestur kom einu og hálfu ári eftir heimsókn á sýninguna með vin sinn til 
að sýna honum stóru kúluna og húsin, svo sterk voru áhrifin á sínum tíma. Því miður var þá búið að 
taka niður sýninguna. 

Við fengum hjálp frá félaga Einars Þorsteins, Trausta Valssyni prófessor sem fræddi starfsfólk og 
gesti um Einar og hans verk. Það var gott að geta leitað til Trausta varðandi sumt sem kom upp úr 
kössunum. 

Jóhanna Ásgeirsdóttir, listkennslunemi frá Listaháskóla Íslands vann verkefni upp úr safni Einars 
Þorsteins og sótti um styrk til að búa til námsefni tengt geómetrískum formum hans. Styrkurinn 
fékkst ekki en hún vann góðar hugmyndir að kennsluefni tengdu stærðfræði og myndlist sem hægt 
er að nýta síðar. 

Þórunn Árnadóttir vöruhönnuður setti upp vinnuaðstöðu í rannsóknarrýminu og hannaði kerti  sem 
voru undir áhrifum frá hugmyndafræði Einars og formunum sem heilluðu hann. Hún tók einnig á 
móti skólahópum þar sem hún sagði frá starfi sínu sem vöruhönnuður og hvernig vinnuferlið hennar 
var í tengslum við þetta tiltekna verkefni var. 

Einnig voru að störfum 2 starfsnemar, hluta af tímanum, þær Jennifer Barnett og Stefanía 
Harðardóttir og munaði mjög miklu um þær. Þær hjálpuðu til við að taka upp úr kössum og finna út 
úr flokkum. Þær fengu einnig afmörkuð verkefni innan skráningarinnar þar sem þær tóku að sér 
kúlúhús og Handmenntaskólann. Ekki síst munaði miklu um að hafa starfsnema á sviði 
safnafræðinnar til að velta upp ýmsu sem tengist skráningarvinnunni og ræða málin. Það var mjög 
mikilvægt. 

Eins og áður sagði kom fljótt í ljós að mikið þyrfti að grysja úr safninu, sú vinna var unnin jafnóðum 
og er ekki búin. Tekin var ákvörðun um að geyma kassa með efni sem hugsað var til grysjunnar og 
koma aftur að þeim síðar. Þegar gengið var frá hlutum aftur í geymslu var reynt að merkja alla kassa 
skýrt þannig að hægt væri að koma beint aftur að þeim. Líklega verður allt safnið ekki tekið aftur upp 
en það er auðveldara að taka fyrir ákveðna flokka nú en áður. Því meirihluti skjala og gripa er kominn 
í kassa sem merktir eru með flokkanúmeri. 

Inga Björk Margrétar Bjarnadóttir var í hópi nema úr Safnafræði sem kom í starfsdag á safninu á 
tímabilinu. Hún endaði á því að skrifa meistararitgerð í Listfræði um Einar; Skýjaborgir. 
Hugmyndaheimur Einars Þorsteins Ásgeirssonar og áhrif hans á Ólaf Elíasson. Hún stefnir á 
doktorsnám þar sem rannsókn á verkum og hugmyndaheimi Einars yrði aðalviðfnagsefnið. 

 
Helstu niðurstöður og lærdómur  
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Verkefnið stóð yfir í heilt ár, og helsta niðurstaðan tengd skráningunni var sú að flokkar safnsins eru 
nokkurnveginn komnir á hreint. Mikil grysjun úr safninu fór fram á tímabilinu, og fór mikill tími í þá 
vinnu. Annað sem lærðist af þessu verkefni var að flest plön standast ekki. Verkið var mun 
tímafrekara en upphaflega var talið, það náðist að skrá um 230 gripi í Sarp. Sú vinna heldur áfram í 
minni átökum, nýlega (í febrúar 2020) voru skráðar 12 teikningar Einars. Þannig mun 
skráningarvinnan halda áfram nema sérstaklega verði farið í átak.  

Það er nauðsynlegt að búta svona verkefni niður og reyna að fá nema inn í afmarkaða hluta, sem 
geta hjálpað til við að skrá og flokka.  

Það kom fljótt í ljós að verkefni Einars Þorsteins höfðuðu til fólks á öllum aldri og dvöldu gestir lengi 
við að skoða og velta vöngum yfir ýmsum gripum. Þar munaði mikið um að starfsmenn safnsins voru 
yfirleitt frammi á opnunartíma safns og gátu því tekið á móti og frætt gesti um það sem átti sér stað í 
verkefninu.  

Það er ljóst að efni í gjöf Einars Þorsteins býður upp á spennandi vinnu með safnfræðslu og 
rannsóknir. Það verður spennandi að fylgjast með á næstu árum hvort að meiri áhugi vakni á efninu.  

 
Fræðsla 

Fjöldi hópa komu á safnið í hvort sem var í tengslum við skóla eða annað. Mikið af því voru 
sjálfsprottnar heimsóknir þar sem frumkvæðið kom frá skólunum. Þar sem starfsmenn safnsins 
höfðu ekki tök á að kynna verkefnið mikið út fyrir safnið. Þó var sérstaklega boðið upp á heimsókn til 
vöruhönnuðarins Þórunnar og var því vel tekið af skólum í Garðabæ. 

Heildarfjöldi nemenda í skipulögðum leiðsögnum á tímabilinu var: 970. 

 
Viðburðir 

Ýmiskonar viðburðir voru haldnir í tengslum við verkefnið. Á þá mættu samtals 926 manns. 

Fyrir utan hópa sem fengu leiðsagnir frá starfsfólki safnsins voru helstu viðburðirnir eftirfarandi: 

• Lítið málþing, Flísatöngin og fjallið- skráningarfólk safna á höfuðborgarsvæðinu og frá 
Borgarnesi komu og héldu erindi um skráningarverkefni. Góð umræða fór fram í lokin. (apríl 
2018) 

• Leiðsögn með Pétri Ármannssyni. (30.6. 2018) 
• Ritsmiðja fyrir börn. (16.9. 2018) 
• “Leikfimi fyrir heilann” farið yfir kennslubók EÞÁ Barnaleikur. (23. 9. 2018) 
• Ólafur Elíasson hélt fyrirlestur um samstarf þeirra Einars. (18. 10 2018) 
• Safnanótt – teiknun (8. 2. 2019) 
• Goddur  með tvær leiðsagnir (19. 1. 2019 og 2. 3. 2019 ) 
• Málþing um Einar Þorstein sem skráningar-viðfangsefni, innblástur, vin, afa og 

samstarfsfélaga. (23.2. 2019) 
• Jennifer Barrett, starfsnemi með leiðsögn (16. 3. 2019) 
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Hönnunarsafn Íslands 

Report on the Registration Project of the Einar Thorsteinn Gift.  

In English, translated by Magnús Björgvin Guðmundsson  

 

Duration of project: March 6, 2018 – April 8, 2019 (13 months)  

 

Location: Rear space in the exhibition space for first few months then in both the smaller room and 

larger exhibition room,  

Purpose: To summarize and archive the collection of Einar Thorsteinn into Sarpur. 

 

Backstory: 

The Design Museum received a gift from Einar Thorsteinn in the year 2014. The gift was the entirety 

of his studio, along with certain items from the Studio of Olafur Eliasson in Berlin. The gift arrived in 

2014 in a 40-foot container. The container was emptied as quickly as possible so that the boxes could 

be moved to the museum's storage. The museum also received items from his home and storage unit 

in Iceland. Those items arrived later but are contained within the gift. It was evident that the project 

would be extensive, and cataloguing it would take a long time. 

 

Process: 

Due to a high workload on the museum and scarcity of human resources it was impossible to begin 

the cataloguing process until 2018. Boxes were opened here and there, but the project's magnitude 

was thus it didn't put a dent in the cataloguing. It was difficult to comprehend the composition of the 

gift in its entirety. In 2018 the museum decided to use one of its galleries as a venue to itemize and 

research the project. All of the boxes were arranged in the middle of the room. The idea was that the 

boxes would disappear one by one as they'd been emptied, and in their place, items and acid-free 

boxes would appear. Therefore, the process of cataloguing would be apparent to visitors; something 

most of them wouldn't have witnessed before. Because the process took place in one of the galleries, 

it was important for an employee to greet guests and explain what was happening. 

 The gallery contained a small photography set-up where items could be photographed and an area 

where an employee could work. The size of the task was apparent from the start, and the museum 

would need help. 

 

Þorvaldur Böðvarsson, the head of archiving at the National Museum, was brought in as an advisor, 

along with Vala Gunnarsdóttir, program director of Sarpur. They advised that the gift would be 

considered a special collection in its own right. That would make it easier to categorize and oversee 

the project. The collection received the number Hs-EÞÁ-2014. 

 

Once the gift was considered a special collection, it became easier to itemize. At the end of the 

project, it contained 12 categories, although they are liable to change. The categories are as follows: 

1) Architecture models 2) Paper/wood models 3) Wireframe/metal models 4) Plastic models 5) 

Paintings 6) Notebooks 7) The Handcraftschool 8) Photographs (non-artistic) 9)Architectural 

drawings 10) Joint projects with Olafur Eliasson 11) Drawings – Geometric 12) Items from Einar 

Thorsteinns house. 

 

Upon reflection, these categories could be simpler, and some could be combined. The process then 

began and the boxes were unpacked. At that point it became obvious that a lot would be weeded out 

of the collection because Einar collected a lot of things and didn't throw many out. A lot of items in 

the boxes did not have a lot of value for the museum. 

 

The summer of 2018 the museum hired three summer employees: Kolbrún Sara Magnúsdóttir, Helga 

Þjöll Guðjónsdóttir and Kormákur Mánin Bjarnason, they helped with the cataloguing. One of their 

main roles was to puzzle together Einar's bigger project and help to solve difficult riddles. By putting 
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the projects together, we caught invaluable glimpses into them and their value. We managed to 

photograph them and see their qualities. These bigger projects were shown in the bigger space and 

became popular among guests. For example, a young museum guest brought a friend along 18 months 

later to have a look at the big ball and the houses, the project had struck him so. Unfortunately, the 

exhibition was no longer out. 

 

Professor Trausti Valsson, Einar's close friend, helped out by explaining the projects for both staff and 

guests. It was great to look to Trausti for some of the items. 

 

Jóhanna Ásgeirsdóttir, a student at the teaching department of the Iceland University of the Arts, 

worked on a project based on Einar's works and she applied for a grant to make a curriculum based on 

his geometric shapes. The grant was not awarded but she had good ideas that could be used in a maths 

and arts curriculum 

 

Þórunn Arnadóttir, product designer, put up a studio in the research space and designed candles based 

on Einars ideology and the shapes he was fascinated by. She also welcomed schoolgroups where she 

explained her process as a product designer and explained what she was doing in relation to this 

specific project. 

 

Two interns worked part-time jobs assisting in the cataloguing. Jennifer Barrett and Stefanía 

Harðardóttir helped a lot. They helped to unpack the boxes and they figured out the categories. They 

also had specific projects within the categorisation as they handled the dome houses and the Handcraft 

school. It was especially valuable having Museum Studies students so they had opinions and 

knowledge about a lot of things related to the cataloguing. It was very important. 

 

Like previously mentioned, the collection needed to be weeded out. That work still goes on and has 

not been finished. We made a decision to save certain boxes that contained items that might not be 

pertinent. When these items were put back in storage they were marked so that they could be easily 

accessed later on. It's more than likely that the collection will never be returned to but it is now easier 

to focus on certain categories. The majority of the documents and items have been boxed and are 

marked with a category number. 

 

Inga Björk Margrétar Bjarnadóttir was one of the Museum Studies students who came to the Design 

Museum for career day. She ended up writing her theses on Einar: Skýjaborgir:Hugmyndaheimur 

Einars Þorsteins Ásgeirsson og áhrif hans á Ólaf Elíasson (Cloud Cities: Einar Thorsteins world of 

ideas and his Influence on Olafur Eliasson). She has designs on doing her Phd where she wants to 

continue her research of the works and ideas of Einar. 

 

Results and findings: 

The project lasted a whole yar and the main result of the cataloguing was that the collection's 

categories are now, by and large, settled. The collection was weeded out and that was time 

consuming. The other conclusion we came to is that most plans do not completely work out. The 

project was so time consuming and 230 items were catalogued in Sarpur. That work continues, but in 

smaller increments. In February of 2020 12 drawings Einar Thorsteinn made were catalogued. Thusly, 

the cataloguing will continue unless special efforts will be places upon the collection. 

It became apparent that Einar Thorsteinns project are intriguing to a wide variety of people of all ages. 

Many museum guests staid for a long time contemplating his works. It was important that the 

museum's employees were available to discuss the collection with them. It's obvious that Einar 

Thorsteinn's gift offers an exciting opportunity for research and musem lessons. It will be exciting to 

see whether we'll see an interest in the subject in the coming years.  
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Email between Þóra and Harpa about the Einar Collection 
In the original Icelandic  
 
Sæl Þóra, samtalið hófst stuttu eftir að Hafnarborg sýndi EÞÁ. Bæði Ólöf og Goddur ræddu við mig í 
sitthvoru lagi um allt efnið og sérstaklega bágar geymsluaðstæður. Það eru örugglega til póstar milli 
mín og EÞÁ til Berlínar frá þessum tíma og jafnvel minnisblað í skjalakerfi. Þau hvöttu mig til að tala 
beint við hann ef ég man rétt. Svo gerðist ekkert í nokkurn tíma þar til systir hans kom til skjalanna 
og kom með hann, þá fór allt að rúlla. Hún vildi reyndar sýningu og yfirlit enda oft þannig sem fólk 
hugsar, hún fyrir hans hönd þú skilur en svo þegar ég fór að tala við hann og ekki síst eiginkonu hans 
(hún kom samt yil skjalanna á undan systur hans og Sif dóttir hans var með), þá vorum við farin að 
tala um að gefa allt hans efni yil szfnsins. Skrítið að segja þetta núna, en tíminn vann með okkur, 
safnið gat ekki sýnt EÞÁ eins og systir hans vildi, svo stuttu eftir Hafnarborg og margt þess valdandi í 
lífi Einars að hann tók þessa ákvörðun 100% sjálfur. Hún lá fyrir áður ennhann fór að veikjast að ráði. 
Börn hans voru allan tímann samþykk, þú manst það. Það var líka mjög dýrmætt. Svo unnum við að 
því að koma þessu heim og Ólafur Elíasson greiddi landflutninga og pökkun en Samskip styrkti 
sjóflutningana. Þetta var auðvitað allt heljarinnar prósess og tók nokkur ár því það þurfti að ná þessu 
heim. Og ,,þessu heim” við vissum aldrei alveg hvað ,,þetta” var en ég treysti Goddi og Sif dóttur 
hans sem höfðu verið úti hjá honum og vissu hvað þetta var. En man að Sif talaði um að hún væri 
pínu hissa að sjá ekki fínustu módelin í þessu, en Ólafur El. átti að einhverju leyti vinnu Einars og við 
vissum jú aldrei neitt um það, vorum aldrei með neinar lýsingar frà EÞÁ né lista hvað væri 
nákvæmlega að koma til okkar, þú manst alveg eftir þessu og eflaust meirihlutann af því sem ég rek 
hér að framan. Láttu mig vita ef þú þarft ritthvað glrira. Ég get komið og fundið minnisblöð eða gögn. 
Viltu það, alveg sjálfsagt, láttu bara vita. Kv. Frá Höfn. Er í dagsferð v. fjölskylfumála. Sjáumst á 
vorfundi...kv. Harpa  

 

Frá: Þóra Sigurbjörnsdóttir <thorasi@honnunarsafn.is> 
Sent: 9. apríl 2018 22:11:00 
Til: Harpa Þórsdóttir 
Efni: Einar Þorsteinn  

  

Sæl 
Ég er að reyna að rifja upp varðandi gjöfina frá Einari Þorsteini. Getur þú sagt mér hvernig það kom 
til að hann ákvað að gefa okkur þessa hluti? Var búin að vera einhver umræða um málið í einhvern 
tíma, eða fengum við bara símtal um að hann vildi gefa okkur þetta mikla safn? Mig minnir að systir 
hans hafi verið mikið í sambandi við okkur og svo tók Sif við keflinu.  
  
Hlakka til að mæta á vorfundinn hjá ykkur í ár. Það er sniðugt að hafa þessa fundi, ykkar og 
Þjóðminjasafnsins svona sitthvorn daginn.  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:thorasi@honnunarsafn.is
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Email between Þóra and Harpa about the Einar Collection 

In English- Translated by Magnús Bjorgvin Gudmundsson 

 

Hi, Þóra, the conversation started shortly after Hafnaborg had an Einar exhibition. Both Ólöf and 
Goddur talked to me individually about the entirety of the materials and the shoddy storage spaces. 
I’m sure there are e-mails between myself and Einar; there’s probably even a memo there in the 
filing system. They encouraged me to speak to him directly if my memory serves correctly. Nothing 
happened for a while until his sister got involved, and then the ball started rolling. She wanted an 
exhibition and an overview. That’s often how people think; she wanted things on his behalf. But 
when I started talking to her and his wife (she was involved before his sister and his daughter Sif was 
there), we started discussing giving all of the materials to the museum. It’s weird to say this now, but 
time was sort of on our side. The museum couldn’t display all of Einar’s materials the way his sister 
wanted, so shortly after Hafnaborg, Einar made the decision on his own. It was made before he got 
very sick. His children were always in agreement; you remember that. That was important. We 
worked at getting everything to Iceland, and Ólafur paid for things to be packed while Samskip gave 
us the shipping. It was a massive process, and it took years for everything to arrive. We never knew 
what it was, really, but I trusted Goddur and Sif had both been out there and knew what the 
materials were. I do remember Sif saying that she was surprised not to see the nicest models in 
there, but Ólafur does own some of Einar’s work; however we did not know that. We never had any 
descriptions from Einar or any lists about what we were getting. You probably remember that and 
most of the stuff I’ve written. Let me know if there’s anything else. I can bring memos and other 
data. 

  

Hi, 

  

I’m trying to remember things about the gift we received from Einar Þorsteinn. Could you tell me 
how it came about? Had you been discussing it for a long time, or did we get a phone call telling us 
he wanted to gift us this massive collection? I do remember that his sister talked to us a lot, and 
then Sif took over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


